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ABSTRACT
THE IMPACT OF TEACHER SELF-DISCLOSURE ON
STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF THE TEACHER
by
JOYCE D. CLARK
The purpose of th is study was to investigate the impact of teacher d is 
closure on student perceptions of the teacher.

N inety-six students enrolled

in psychology courses were randomly assigned to six treatm ent groups in
which they listened to a teacher present a lectu re containing the experimental
manipulations.

Two types of teacher disclosure (self-d isclo su re and disclosure

about some other person) were manipulated in a 2 x 3 design in which student
perceptions and ratings of the teacher were measured.

After listen in g to one

of six le c tu re s , students immediately rated the teacher on personality
dimensions ( e .g ., warm and trustw orthy) as well as professional q u a litie s
( e .g ., organized and stim ulating).

A m ultivariate analysis of variance

indicated the two independent variables produced highly sig n ific a n t effects
on many of the dependent measures.

A major finding was the consistency of

the p attern of student ratings across the varying lev els of intimacy of d is 
closure.

While engaging in self-d isc lo su re, the teacher was perceived most

p o sitively a t a medium level of intimacy and le a s t po sitiv ely a t a highly
intim ate le v el.

In reference to teacher disclosure about some other person,

ratings were most positive a t the high level of intimacy and le a s t positive
when the disclosure was of medium intimacy.

Results are discussed in re fe r

ence to the im plications for the use of teacher disclosure in the college
classroom as well as in re la tio n to previous findings on the impact of
teacher personality.

v iii
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INTRODUCTION

The search for stable co rrelate s of successful teaching and the
proper evaluation of faculty performance have been a focal point of
educational research for decades.

Increasing pressure for c la rific a tio n

of the dimensions of e ffec tiv e teaching and i t s evaluation comes from
several d ire c tio n s, ranging from students wanting a higher level of
stim ulating instruction to faculty and adm inistrators u tiliz in g in 
s tru ctional performance in facing d if f ic u lt academic s ta ffin g decisions.
Given th a t teaching effectiveness is a principal c rite rio n in the process
of facu lty evaluation, in sig h t into the factors affecting th is important
c rite rio n are needed for many good reasons.

Thus, the present study of

teacher/student in teractio n addresses i t s e l f to the practical as well
as th e th eo retical issues involved in the educational process.
When students rate a teacher, are they influenced by c h a ra c te ristic s
of the teacher, c h a ra c te ristic s of the course, or both?

A review of

the research on student ratings of college teachers (Kulik and Kulik,
1974)

revealed th a t numerous studies agree about the evaluation of

facu lty performance, with a facto r of teaching s k ill prominent in most
ratin g forms.

In addition to the s k ill fa c to r, research on personality

t r a i t s of college in stru c to rs ( e .g ., Sherman and Blackburn, 1975) has
shown th a t the personal q u a litie s an in stru c to r as an individual brings
to the educational se ttin g are related to effec tiv e teaching.

Although

an In s tru c to r's s k ill in organizing h is/h e r course is a necessary part
of successful teaching, th is in and of i t s e l f is not su ffic ie n t for
1
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achieving maximum effectiveness in the college classroom.

Such research

suggests i t is necessary to investigate system atically the personal dimen
sions of the college in stru c to r.
The present study is an experimental investigation of one personal
dimension of a college teacher:

verbal s e lf-d isc lo su re .

There is some

evidence th a t self-d isc lo su re is related to ratings of college teaching.
Morgenstern (1969) found th a t global subjective ratings of college
teacher success as judged by colleagues and students were sig n ifican tly
related to verbal s e lf-d isc lo su re.

Kuiper (1975) reported th a t the

majority of students in his sample saw the most effe c tiv e teachers as
engaging in self-d isc lo su re.

However, the evidence for the relationship

between self-d isc lo su re and teaching effectiveness is sketchy and thus
fa r correlational in nature.
As th is was cle a rly an exploratory study, the variables were em
ployed largely on an in tu itiv e basis.

The independent variables involved

two types of disclosure (teacher s e lf - disclosure and teacher disclosure
about some other person) and three levels of degree of intimacy of the
disclosure (low, medium, high).

The purpose of the study was to identify

global dimensions of teacher disclosure th a t would a ffe c t students*
perception of the te ach er's s k i l l , empathy, organizing a b ility , and
other s ig n ific a n t dimensions of in stru c to r performance.

The experimental

manipulation in which the teacher discloses about some other person was
included to explore the p o s sib ility th a t any e ffe c ts of disclosure might
be due to it s function as c la rific a tio n of content, rath er than to it s
revealingness about the teacher.

I t was necessary to include three

levels of intimacy of disclosure as much research ( e .g ., Cozby, 1973) has
indicated the c u rv ilin e ar nature of the e ffec ts of self-d isc lo su re.
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Teacher Rating Forms
Research on the dimensions of teaching effectiveness has p ro life ra 
ted fo r a variety of reasons.

The ris e of student "consumerism" and the

demands for active student input have led to mandatory use of teacher
evaluation forms a t many in s titu tio n s .

Obviously, improvement of

teacher training programs requires th a t we know which teacher behaviors
make a difference in the achievement of students.

The pressures exerted

by the tightening of the academic job market force faculty and adminis
tra to rs to u tiliz e objective c r i te r ia in th e ir selection process.

As

pressing as these demands may be, i t is crucial th a t we understand and
s cru tin ize the method by which these demands are ty p ically met, i . e . ,
the use of teacher ratin g forms.

Considering the importance placed on

the re s u lts of the evaluation of in stru c tio n , i t is necessary th a t we
explore both the r e lia b ility and the v a lid ity of the instruments used
before examining the dimensions of e ffec tiv e teaching.
R eliab ility and v alid ity of teacher rating forms.

I t i s in tu i

tiv e ly obvious th a t the usefulness of teacher rating forms is severely
lim ited unless they are related in a meaningful way to the ultim ate
c rite rio n of good teaching, i . e . , student learning.

Although there

are concomitant goals of successful teaching ( e .g ., increasing student
in te r e s t, fostering growth in student self-esteem , e t c .) , student
achievement is undoubtedly the "bottom line" of the educational process.
Research on student ratings of college teachers has indicated th a t
students can ra te classroom in stru c tio n with a reasonable degree of
r e l ia b i lit y in reference to both internal consistency and s ta b ility
over time (Costin, Greenough, and Menges, 1971; Kulik and McKeachie,
1975).

The question th a t has not been ea sily answered, however, is how

valid are the rating forms when predicting student achievement.
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C ritica l reviews of research on the evaluation of college teaching
(e .g ., Kulik and McKeachie, 1975) reveal contradictions in the findings
of studies dealing with the relationship between achievement and student
ratin g s.

Costin (1978) states th a t the re su lts of the investigations

which used course grades as the c rite rio n of achievement are almost
equally divided between those which obtained positive correlations
between grades and student ratings and those which showed l i t t l e i f
any co rrelatio n .
A study by Rodin and Rodin (1972) reported a high negative corre
latio n between teacher ratings and student achievement.

They found a

-.75 co rrelation between the average rating on "What grade would you
assign to your in s tru c to r's to ta l teaching performance?" and the
average course grade of students.

They concluded th a t students rated

most highly the in stru c to rs from whom they learned the le a s t, a con
clusion th a t has s ta rtlin g im plications.

However, the methodology of

th is investigation has been severely c ritic iz e d fo r a variety of reasons
(Frey, 1973; Gessner, 1973; Kulik and McKeachie, 1975).

The criticism s

focus on the unusual nature of th e ir measure of achievement and the
re la tiv e ly minor ro le of the teachers who were evaluated.
McKeachie, Lin and Mann (1971) did a series of studies which
provided evidence for the v alid ity of teacher ratin g forms in reference
to student achievement, though the evidence was not as convincing as
the authors had hoped.

They analyzed five sets of data separately for

females and males, for six d iffe re n t factors measured by the rating
scales, and for several d iffe re n t c r ite r ia of student achievement.
In four of the five studies teachers rated high on the " s k ill" factor
tended to be effec tiv e with female students, though the re s u lts did not
hold up with the males.

In a ll five studies teachers rated high in
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"structure" tended to be more effec tiv e with women than with men.
Cohen and Berger (1970) also found th a t sp ecific dimensions underlying
student ratings were predictive of achievement on a comprehensive exam.
However, i t was the "student-centered" factors (student in te re s t and
in teractio n with the in stru c to r) which manifested th is relatio n sh ip rath er
than those aspects which emphasized course stru c tu re .
A study by Frey (1973) was a rep licatio n of the Rodins' study
with methodological m odifications to improve the technical soundness
of the investigation.

Because the Rodins' study was based on evalua

tio n of graduate teaching a ssista n ts who met with students for only
40% of the class time to answer questions and adm inister te s t problems,
Frey suggested th a t the Rodins were re a lly only assessing the TA's
a b ility in complementing the teaching sty le of the major le c tu re r and
not the students' a b ility to id e n tify good teachers.

To co rrect for

th is p o s sib ility , Frey correlated the average fin a l exam performance
fo r students enrolled with one of eight in stru c to rs of introductory
calculus or with one of five d iffe re n t teachers of multidimensional
calculus with the average student instructional ratings fo r each
in stru c to r.

Frey found six factors in the rating form, and each

factor was p ositively correlated with student performance.

The overall

co rrelations between teacher evaluations and student performance were
.91 and .60 for the two courses.
I

In addition, Frey found th a t student

accomplishment ( e .g ., developed a b ility to examine evidence in th is
fie ld ) and teacher presentation (e .g ., communicated in a clear manner)
were the two factors most highly correlated with student achievement.
A more recent investigation (Frey, Leonard, and Beatty, 1975)
supported the re su lts of the above study.

These investigators found
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th a t three ratin g factors (labeled student accomplishment, presentation
c la r ity , and organization-planning) correlated highly with a measure
of student ach.:.'«ment (.59, .58, and .51, resp ectiv ely ).

E llis and

Richard (1977) found th a t classes of introductory psychology which
perform b e tte r ra te th e ir teachers higher, reporting ratings/achievem ent
correlations ranging from .47 to .62.
Gessner's study (1973) of student achievement and student ratings
was also presented in answer to the Rodin and Rodin research.

He

found co rrelatio n s of .77 and .69 between student evaluations of
teachers and student performance on a nationally normed examination.
However, Kulik and McKeachie (1975) s ta te th a t Gessner*s methodology
was inadequate, claiming th a t there are other uncontrolled factors
separate from the te a c h e r's a b ility ( e .g ., textbooks) th a t could have
produced such a c o rrelatio n .
A review of the research by Kulik and Kulik (1974) suggests several
factors which may account for the inconsistency in re s u lts when corre
la tin g student ratin g s and achievement measures.

F ir s t, they suggest

th a t the d iffe re n t investigators have calculated the co rrelation co
e ffic ie n ts in d iffe re n t ways; hence, i t is not unexpected th a t they
report d iffe re n t re s u lts .

Second, they suggest th a t the facto r of

teacher experience may contribute to the variety of reported re s u lts .
Sullivan and Skanes (1974) reported a modest but s ig n ific a n t re la tio n 
ship between student evaluation of in stru c tio n and student achievement.
In fu rth e r scrutinizing the relatio n sh ip , however, they found th a t
ratin gs and achievement were highly related for a group of experienced
teachers (r=.6B5, £<.01) but not related for the inexperienced in stru cto rs
(r=.132, £ = n .s.).

The authors suggest th a t experienced teachers—who
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presumably have developed a nore consistent teaching s ty le —compose a
population on which i t is ea sier to obtain valid ratin g s.

This facto r

of experience may also resolve the discrepancy between Rodin and Rodin
(1972), who found a negative correlation for part-tim e teaching
a s s is ta n ts , and Gessner (1973) and Frey (1973), who reported a positive
correlation for fu ll-tim e experienced in stru c to rs.
Leventhal, Perry, and Abrami (1977) agree th a t Sullivan and
Skanes have pinpointed a teacher c h a ra c te ris tic th a t influences the
ratings/achievem ent c o rre la tio n , but added another dimension:
knowledge of a te ach er's experience.

student

This dimension a lte r s the per

spective of the experience fa c to r, making i t a student, rath er than a
teacher, c h a ra c te ris tic .

Using a methodologically sound experimental

design to t e s t th is hypothesis, Leventhal e t a l . , varied lecture
q u ality (good vs. poor) and instructions about the te ach er's experience
(experienced vs. inexperienced) to see the e ffe c t on both student
performance and teacher ra tin g s.

The re su lts are complex, but b rie fly

they found th a t the good le c tu re r f a c ilita te d achievement for students
believing th e ir teacher to be inexperienced, but had no e ffe c t on
achievement for students who were led to believe th a t th e ir teacher
was experienced.

In other words, student ratings predicted achievement

only in the inexperienced teacher condition.

These re s u lts are in

contradiction to those reported by Sullivan and Skanes, who found the
po sitive ratings/achievem ent correlation for the experienced teachers.
Leventhal e t a l . , concluded th a t, although students' b e lie fs (a student
ch a ra c te ristic ) affec ts the c o rrelatio n , th e ir study provided stronger
evidence th a t teacher c h a ra c te ristic s (e .g ., s ty le consistency) have a
sig n ifican t impact on the ratings/achievement co rrelatio n .
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A recent study by Costin (1978) reported moderate but consistent
positive correlations between student achievement and ratings of
in stru c tio n , hence supporting the v a lid ity of teacher ratings as
predictors of performance.

In attempting to account for the fa ilu re

to find consistent positive ratings/achievement co rrelatio n s, Costin
focused on an often overlooked confounding facto r: the fa c t th a t
measures of achievement are usually developed by the same persons the
students are evaluating.

Gessner (1973) attempted to overcome th is

lim itation by using an external c rite rio n of achievement, but, as
mentioned, Gessner has been c ritic iz e d on other methodological grounds
(Kulik and McKeachie, 1975).

Consequently, Costin u tiliz e d an ex

te rn a lly developed c rite rio n of achievement by controlling other
factors (e .g ., textbooks) and also repeated the investigation over a
period of four years.

The measure of student achievement was two

comprehensive m ultiple-choice exams prepared by the supervisor (but
not in stru c to r) of a ll sections of the course.

Correlations between

ratin g s of teacher s k ill and mean class performance on the exams
ranged from .41 to .52.

These re su lts support the v alid ity of teacher

ratin g s for predicting achievement in students of inexperienced
teachers (his in stru c to r sample).

These resu lts are consistent with

the re su lts reported by Leventhal, Perry, and Abrami (1977) on the
experienced/inexperienced dimension, as well as the Rayder (1968)
study, which also reported th a t teachers with le ss experience were
rated more en th u sia stic , stim ulating, understanding, and systematic.
Although C ostin's re s u lts are in opposition to those of Sullivan and
Skanes, d ire c t comparisons cannot be made; whether Costin‘s study
could produce sim ilar re s u lts with experienced teachers is an empirical
question.
i
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In summary, a review of studies indicated th a t student ratings
can provide both r e lia b le and valid information on the q u ality of
in s tru c tio n , though student ratings fa ll short of an ideal measuring
device.

I t seems reasonable then th a t teacher ratin g forms can indeed

provide a useful, y et lim ited , method of evaluating the impact of a
teach er's performance.
Student variables and course c h a ra c te ris tic s .

The influence of

student variables and course c h a ra c te ris tic s on student ratings of
in stru c to r performance has been investigated.

Rayder (1968) indicated

th a t student ratings of in stru c tio n were indeed more related to
teacher c h a ra c te ristic s than those of the students performing the
ratin g s.

He found th a t student ratings were not related to student

age, sex, grade le v e l, major area , or previous grade received from
the in stru c to rs they were ra tin g .

In f a c t, he found th a t le ss than

2% of the v a ria b ility in teacher ratings was predictable from student
ch a ra cte ristic s!
Granzin and Painter (1973) also investigated the relationship
between c h a ra c te ristic s of students and course ra tin g s.

They found

an absence of a re latio n sh ip with student grade le v e l, age, sex,
fin al course grade, and GPA.

Student ch a ra cte ristic s th a t were

highly related to ratings included student commitment variables
( e .g ., the e f fo rt put into th is course and the importance of the
course).

However, i t is not feasible to consider these commitment

variables as independent student c h a ra c te ris tic s, as a teacher can
have a great impact on the commitment h is/h e r students feel toward
the course.
A recent study by Wilson and Doyle (1976) also addressed the
question as to whether there are any factors th a t might moderate the
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data from student ratings of in stru c tio n .

They were p articu larly

in terested in the possible in te ra c tiv e effe c ts of student and in 
stru cto r sex, as previous research has reported inconsistent findings.
Wilson and Doyle's study used a m ultivariate approach (one of the few
to do so) to investigate male and female student ratings of male and
female in stru c to rs.

In re su lts tabulated on six teachers of each sex

rated fay th e ir 316 students, the authors concluded th a t sex in te r 
actions in student ratings of in stru c tio n do not ty p ically occur.
These re s u lts are consistent with those reported by Elmore and LaPointe
(1974) who also found no sex in te ra c tio n s.

Wilson and Doyle allow for

the p o s sib ility th a t s itu a tio n -sp e c ific sex interactions may occasionally
occur, for example, in a course on sex roles taught from e ith e r an
extreme fem inist or an ti-fem in ist perspective.

Although i t seems

reasonably cle a r th a t stu d en t-in stru cto r sex in teractio n s are ty p ically
absent from student ra tin g s, the authors suggest th a t fu rth e r study or
moderator variables such as teaching methods and in stru c to r and student
personality variables would enhance the lite r a tu r e .
In reference to course c h a ra c te ris tic s , there is some consistency
in the re s u lts .

Although there are some exceptions ( e .g ., Solomon, 1966)

most investigators have found th a t teachers of small classes receive
higher ratings than teachers of larg er classes (Elmore and Pohlman,
19.78; Kulik and Kulik, 1974).

Elective courses generally receive higher

ratings than required courses, as do upper level and graduate courses
when compared to lower level courses (Kulik and Kulik, 1974).

Strong

departmental differences in ratings were found by Rayder (1968),
though the. sp ecific differences were not made c le a r.

I t is also

lik ely th a t there are differences in attractiv en e ss of courses within
a sin g le department (such as abnormal psychology compared to psychometrics).
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though th is remains an empirical question.

For the most p a rt, the

effe c t of course content on student ratings has not been studied.
Teacher C haracteristics
Although i t has been demonstrated th a t course c h a ra c te ristic s
such as class size influence ratings of teaching s k i l l , teacher char
a c te ris tic s are more in flu en tial than those of the course in determin
ing sk ill ratings (Hogan, 1973).

I t is clear th a t teacher c h a ra cte ris

tic s are important influences on student ra tin g s , but in most instances
the relatio n s are not simple.
Dimensions of in stru c tio n .

What so rts of discrim inations do

students make in ratin g the quality of th e ir instruction?

Kulik and

McKeachie (1975) indicate th a t facto r analysis is the usual method
employed to answer th is question.

The e a rlie s t facto r analytic

studies ( e .g ., Bendig, 1954; Creager, 1950) found two facto rs of
effec tiv e teaching when using the ten-item Purdue Rating Scale.
These fa c to rs, although given d iffe re n t la b e ls , consistently re fe r to
a personal component (empathy, rapport) and a s k ill component (compe
tence, professional m aturity).
proved surprisingly robust.

Over the y ea rs, these two factors have

More recent facto r analyses of student

ra tin g s, using more sophisticated methods and la rg er item pools, also
report in stru c to r empathy and competence as two major dimensions
(Kulik and Kulik, 1974).
Isaacson, McKeachie, Mil hoiland, Lin, Hofei1 er, Baerwaldt, and
Zinn (1964), employed facto r analysis to find dimensions of in stru c to r
effectiveness using a pool of 145 rating item s.

The investigators

were able to reduce th is item pool to a s e t of 46 representative
statements about teachers.

These items, when facto r analyzed for
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four separate samples of students, revealed six factors which were
consistent in d iffe re n t semesters and with d iffe re n t students and
teachers.

These factors were labeled S k ill, Rapport, S tructure,

Overload, Feedback, and Interaction.
Solomon, Rosenberg, and Bezdek (1964) extracted ten factors
from a pool of 169 items d escriptive of the te ach er's behavior,
motives and o bjectives, eight of which accounted for 66% of the
variance.

The three la rg est factors (Energy vs. Lethargy, Control

vs. Permissiveness, Lecturing vs. Student P articipation) appear to
correspond to the Isaacson factors of S k ill, Structure and Rapport
(Kulik and McKeachie, 1975).

The investigators also reported th a t

the highest gains in student comprehension were related to teacher
energy and flamboyance as well as to a moderate position on the
permissiveness vs. control fa c to r.

The authors speculated th a t

these factors may function as a c tiv ato rs of student in te re s t and
personal involvement.
A review of the research by Kulik and Kulik (1974) indicates th a t
there is considerable agreement among facto r analytic studies on the
dimensions, of student ratin g forms.

Their examination of the studies

showed th a t there is good evidence for four basic dimensions:
Rapport, S tructure, and D iffic u lty .

S k ill,

The authors fu rth e r s ta te th a t

"the s k ill dimension is without question the overriding q u ality to
which student judges reac t when making an evaluation." (p. 52).

This

s k ill dimension basically describes a teaching pattern in which
material is presented in a c le a r, in te re stin g manner which stim ulates
the in te re s t of the student.

(In sp ite of varying la b e ls , the Kuliks

also considered the energy facto r of Solomon e t a l . (1966) and the
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enthusiasm facto r of Hildebrand, Wilson and Dienst (1971) to be tapping
th is Skill fa c to r).

The rapport facto r refers to in teractin g with

students in a manner which communicates empathy and concern.

A teacher

who is rated high in stru ctu re is perceived as prepared and organized.
High ratings on d iffic u lty indicates th a t a teacher is seen by his or
her students as requiring a large amount of work.
A more recent facto r analytic study by H aslett (1976) u tiliz e d
41 semantic d iffe re n tia l scales measuring the concept of a good
teacher; her purpose was to assess the general underlying judgmental
dimensions which students use in evaluating teacher effectiveness.
She reported fiv e factors which are sim ilar to those found in previous
stu d ies.

Instead of the Skill facto r being the prevailing fa c to r, she

found th a t the Rapport facto r accounted for the la rg e s t percentage of
the variance.

The Rapport factor was measured by scales such as

fa irn e ss, trustw orthiness, and concern for students.

The Skill f a c t o r -

labeled Instructional S tyle—was the second most dominant fa c to r.

The

scales loading high on th is factor included knowledgeable, organized,
experienced, in te re s tin g , and energetic.

Communication Style (the th ird

factor) was related to inform ality, congeniality, and a w illingness to
admit mistakes.

This facto r seems to be more related to personal

dimensions of the teacher as an individual rath er than to teaching s k ill

2er_se.

The fourth facto r was Stim ulation, which measured a te ach er's

a b ility to be demanding and challenging.

(Note the sim ilarity to

D ifficulty factors in previous stu d ie s.)

H aslett uncovered a new

factor labeled Personalization, which reflecte d a personalized, human
quality added to one's teaching.

In short, H aslett replicated the four

major dimensions previously reported and added another one.
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Using a d iffe re n t approach to probe the same issu es, Pohlmann
(1973)

was interested in identifying the sp ecific a ttrib u te s involved

in performing global ratings of in stru c tio n .

His concern was th a t

general ratings did not provide sp ecific feedback for teachers who
wished to improve th e ir performance.

He correlated "high-inference"

ratings ( i . e . , global) with a set of specific items.

He found th a t

students described e ffec tiv e teachers as achieving course objectives,
being prepared and organized, and increasing appreciation for the
subject.

Less important dimensions were promptness in returning t e s t s ,

settin g clear grading standards, and being available outside of cla s s.
The consistency of the factors reported above provides sound
evidence for a core of basic dimensions of effec tiv e teachers from a
student perspective.

However, do teachers share the same perspective?

Shikiar (1976) provided support fo r congruency between student and
teacher perceptions of effe c tiv e in stru c tio n .

The re s u lts of his

multidimensional scaling procedure indicate both sides of the classroom
share a common perception of teacher c h a ra c te ris tic s.
In summary, i t appears th a t numerous studies agree about the
major dimensions in the evaluation of faculty performance.

S kill and

Rapport are the most frequently cited ch a ra c te ristic s as having
sig n ific a n t impact.

However, a major problem in the evaluation

process—the lack of agreement on appropriate c r i te r ia —is not fu lly
resolved (Hildebrand and Wilson, 1970).

Sherman and Blackburn (1975)

contend th a t the lack of adequate research on teacher personality
ch a ra c te ristic s contributes g reatly to th is problem by overlooking a
p o te n tia lly important influence on student perception of teacher
effectiveness.
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Teacher p ersonality.

A review of over 150 a rtic le s on the per

so n ality ch a ra cte ristic s of teachers (Getzels and Jackson, 1963)
stated th a t very few d ealt with college facu lty .

Although i t seems

reasonable th a t personality t r a i t s might be related to college
teaching a b ility , attempts to demonstrate such a relationship have met
with lim ited success.

One of the e a r lie s t studies (Bendig, 1955)

correlated ten personality t r a i t scores (derived from the G uilfordZimmerman Temperament Survey) with student ratin g s.

No s ig n ifican t

relationships were detected.
Maslow and Zimmerman (1956) appeared to meet with more success.
They found the correlation between student ratings of "good teaching"
and "good personality" was .76.

U nfortunately, "personality" and

"ab ility " were so globally defined th a t i t is d if f i c u lt to in te rp re t
the re s u lts.
A study by Isaacson, McKeachie, and Mil hoiland (1963) used
several techniques (peer group nominations, adjective check l i s t s , and
C a tte ll's 16 PF) to assess the personality of 23 teaching fellows in
psychology.

Their correlation between personality and student ratings

of in stru ctio n showed "general cu ltu ral attainment" to be most con
s is te n tly correlated with high ra tin g s.

This variable re fle c ts an

a r t is tic a lly sen sitiv e and e ffec tiv e ly in te llig e n t individual.
"Surgency"—i . e . , being ta lk ativ e and e n th u siastic—was sig n ifican tly
related to high ratings on Rapport.
Sorey (1968), concerned with the sp arsity of research on th is
to p ic, attempted to d iffe re n tia te between "superior" and "in ferio r"
teachers in regard to th e ir personality t r a i t s .

Using the Guilford-

Zimmerman Temperament Survey, he found no t r a i t differences.

However,

;
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his study has been c ritic iz e d on methodological grounds (Costin,
Greenough, and Menges, 1971).
Pinpointing a potential reason fo r the lack of success in th is
area, Murray (1975) believed th a t e a rlie r research suggested th a t peer
ratings of p ersonality, rath er than s e lf-re p o rt, were more lik e ly to
lead to meaningful c o rrelatio n s.

Consequently, he used a peer ratin g

technique where each member of a sample of 36 teachers was rated by a
to tal of 8 to 13 peers, including a common group of peers who rated a ll
in stru c to rs.
Research Form.

Personality items were derived from Jackson’s Personality
His re s u lts showed th a t college teaching a b ility as

judged by students was closely related to in stru c to r personality t r a i t s .
Four tr a i t s (leadership, extroversion, o b je c tiv ity , lack of anxiety)
accounted for approximately tw o-thirds of the between-teacher variance
in student ra tin g s.

I t seems quite possible th a t his use of a peer

rating technique accounts fo r his finding a positive relatio n sh ip .

In

his study, both personality and teaching were judged by comparable
methods, i . e . , by external observers.

Murray concluded th a t i t appears

th a t students respond best to a f a i r , frie n d ly , and fle x ib le in stru c to r
who possesses d e fin ite goals and in i tia tiv e .
Sherman and Blackburn (1975) reported a co rrelatio n of .77 between
personality and teaching effec tiv e n ess.

Their facto r analysis on the

personality measurement produced four facto rs:

(1) Personal potency

(extroversion, energetic, good communicator), (2) Pragmatism, (3) Amica
b ility (se n sitiv e , open-minded, accepting), and (4) In te lle ctu al
Competency (knowledgeable, ra tio n a l).

An analysis on the relationships

between these factors and teaching effectiveness c r i te r ia revealed very
large and a s ta t is tic a ll y sig n ific a n t difference between the high and
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low groups on the effectiveness measures.

I t appears then, th a t the

authors have id e n tified meaningful patterns of behavior th a t are
d ire c tly related to students' perceptions of teaching competency.
Factor analysis was employed by Romine (1974) to ascertain the
dimensions of an effec tiv e instructional climate from both student
and faculty perspectives.

Of seven c lu ste rs of a ttrib u te s judged to

be s ig n ific a n t in an effec tiv e clim ate. Instructor Personality was the
most important fa c to r.

The tr a i t s reflecte d in th is c lu ste r depict

in stru c to rs as dynamic, personable people who are enthusiastic about
th e ir courses and possess a sincere in te re s t in th e ir students.
In s p ite of the despair researchers might experience in th e ir
quest to id e n tify personality ch a ra c te ristic s of successful teachers,
there is some consistency.

Warmth (Costin and Grush, 1973; Elmore

and Pohlmann, 1978) and empathy (Aspy and Roebuck, 1975), are two
dimensions which consistently appear to be related to effe c tiv e teaching.
Elmore and LaPointe (1975) found th a t teachers who were perceived
to be warmer and prim arily interested in th e ir students received
higher student ra tin g s .

In examining the influence of sex in teractio n s,

no in teractio n s between faculty sex, student sex, and teacher warmth
were found.
H aslett (1976) has indicated the importance of a te ach er's a b ility
to add a personalized, human quality to his or her teaching.

A link

between faculty personal c h a ra c te ris tic s and student achievement has
been shown.

Aspy and Hadlock (1967) demonstrated th a t teachers

functioning a t the highest levels of f a c i li ta ti v e conditions (e .g .,
empathy and positive regard) had students th a t attained higher levels
of achievement than students of teachers functioning a t the lowest level
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of these conditions.

Another study by Aspy (1972) suggested th a t a

te ach er's high positive regard for students e lic ite d higher levels of
cognitive functioning from the students.

This is consistent with

research ( e .g ., Romine, 1974) which shows th a t a te ach er's genuine
in te re s t in and respect fo r students are crucial components of an
effec tiv e instructional clim ate.
Rogers (1969) called attention to the evidence which indicates
th a t empathy is an important dimension in teaching which f a c ilita te s
a higher level of learning.

Rogers defined teacher empathy as "the

a b ility to understand the stu d en t's reaction from the inside" (p. I l l )
and be sen sitiv e to the stu d e n t's perspective.

Aspy and Roebuck (1975)

describe a series of investigations te stin g Rogers' humanistic theory
of education.

The authors believe support was found fo r Rogers'

contention th a t empathy, congruence, and positive regard sig n ific a n tly
related to classroom learning.
Chang and Berger (1974) did a f ie ld study to examine the r e la 
tionship of teacher empathy to academic achievement.

Students of

teachers rated high on empathy (eith er subjectively or objectively
rated) performed b e tte r on various learning measures when compared to
low empathy teachers.

The students who performed b est were those who

had objectively high empathy teachers and who also perceived th e ir
teachers to be high on th is dimension.

The authors conclude th a t teacher

empathy is d ire c tly and highly related to student ratings of in stru ctio n
as well as student achievement.
Although research has not y et adequately characterized the re la tio n 
ship between various personality ch a ra cte ristic s and classroom teaching
behavior, i t seems clear th a t the personal q u a litie s an individual
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teacher brings to the classroom have an impact on his or her effec
tiv eness.

However, in order to implement the findings of research

of th is nature in areas such as the improvement of teacher tra in in g
programs and of teacher performance, i t w ill be necessary more fu lly
to o perationalize personality t r a i t s in terms of specific classroom
behaviors.

There is also a need for experimental investigation of

these dimensions, as correlational studies dominate the lite r a tu r e .
S elf-disclosure
In addition to the personality dimensions reviewed above, several
sources (Rogers, 1969; Tolar, 1975) have stated th a t genuineness is
another q u ality teachers should c u ltiv a te to improve the educational
environment.

As with empathy, warmth, and positive regard, there is

a growing body of evidence supporting the therapeutic quality of th is
a ttr ib u te .

( I t should be noted th a t the use of the term "therapeutic"

does not imply th a t teachers should function as th e rap ists fo r th e ir
students.

Rather i t refers to the f a c ilita tiv e nature of a te ach er's

role such as th a t found in any "helper-helpee" relatio n sh ip .)

In

reference to q u a litie s which f a c i li ta te learning, Rogers (1969) s ta te s :
Perhaps the most basic of these essential a ttitu d e s is
real ness or genuineness. When the f a c i li ta to r (teacher)
is a real person, being what he i s , entering into a r e la 
tionship with the learner without presenting a front or
facade, he is much more lik e ly to be e ffe c tiv e . I t means
th a t he comes into a d ire c t personal encounter with the
le a rn e r, meeting him on a person-to-person b asis. I t
means th a t he is being him self, not denying himself. (P. 106)
In sh o rt, being genuine basically involves the a b ility to be oneself—
expressing thoughts, feelin g s, and experiences—rath er than refusing
to acknowledge these reactions as one's own.
The behavioral method by which we reveal ourselves ( i . e . , are
genuine with others) is self-d isc lo su re.

S elf-disclosure is defined
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as "any information about himself which Person A communicates
to Person B."

(Cozby, 1973, p. 73).

Basic research on self-d isc lo su re.

Research on self-d isc lo su re

has p ro liferate d since Sidney Jourard, a humanistic psychologist,
f i r s t coined the term self-d isc lo su re in an a r tic le published in
1958 (Jourard and Lasakow, 1958).

Much of the research on th is

topic has been in reference to it s function in psychotherapy, as
the understanding of s ig n ific a n t aspects of a c l ie n t 's experience
is a necessary precondition in f a c ilita tin g constructive change.

A

number of w riters ( e .g ., Fromm, 1955; Jourard, 1971; Mowrer, 1961)
have suggested th a t self-d isc lo su re has important consequences for
mental health.

Jourard (1964, 1971) feels th a t s elf-d isc lo su re is

extremely positive and should be fostered in human relatio n sh ip s.
Various studies have sought to esta b lish s elf-d isc lo su re as a
personality construct, although ch a ra c te ristic s associated with s e lf 
disclosure are not well understood.

I t has been associated with

b irth order (Dimond and Munz, 1967) as well as social orientation
toward others (Cozby, 1973).

Other studies have suggested th a t

s itu ational factors ( e .g ., environmental pressures) can override
personality facto rs (C hitlick and Himelstein, 1967).
An examination of sex differences of se lf-d isc lo su re patterns
reveals l i t t l e consistency.

Although some investigators have found

th a t females exhibited higher levels of disclosure than males
(Jourard, 1964), other studies ( e .g ., Brook, 1974) have reported no
sex differences.
One aspect of s elf-d isc lo su re th a t has received widespread
support is i t s recip ro city e ffe c t:

s elf-d isc lo su re breeds s e lf 

disclosure (Chaiken and Derlega, 1974; Cozby, 1973).

For example,

I
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a s ig n ific a n t relationship was found between the duration of the
interview er's disclosure and duration of subjects' subsequent
disclosure (Jourard and J a ffe e , 1970).

Likewise, personal topics

e lic ite d more personal disclosure than impersonal ones (Wilson and
Rappaport, 1974).

Although the theoretical issues which underlie

th is dyadic e ffe c t have not been resolved, i t is clear th a t th is
e ffec t e x ists.
The major dimensions of self-d isc lo su re th a t are usually studied
are (1) depth, or level of intimacy of personal information and
(2) breadth, or the range of topics disclosed.
research focuses on the depth dimension.

The majority of the

For example, Cozby (1972)

reported a cu rv ilin e ar relationship between intimacy of disclosure
received and perception of liking fo r the d isclo se r; liking increased
as disclosure input went from low to moderate input, but decreased as
i t went from moderate to high intimacy.

As the effec ts of s e lf 

disclosure in d iffe re n t situ a tio n s on d iffe re n t dimensions are v a st,
the in terested reader is directed to thorough reviews (Chaiken and
Derlega, 1974; Cozby, 1973; Goodstein and Reinecker, 1974 ).
Self-disclosure in the classroom.

There is some evidence—

a lb e it scarce—th a t self-d isc lo su re is related to evaluation of
effectiv e teaching.

Combs (1965) believes th a t teachers must be

w illing to disclose themselves and to permit others to see what a
teacher th in k s, believes and stands fo r.
Morgenstern (1969) investigated the relationship between level
of teacher s elf-d isc lo su re and global ratings of effec tiv e n ess.

He

had students and faculty peers r a te teachers in th e ir instructional
effectiveness; these re s u lts were then correlated with teachers’ own
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ratings on a self-d isc lo su re questionnaire.

He found th a t verbal

self-d isc lo su re to students was s ig n ifican tly related to the global
c rite rio n of teacher effectiveness.
The educational models of Rogers (1969) and Carkhuff (1969)
provided the basis fo r a study by Carich (1973) which focused on teacher
self-d isc lo su re.

In assessing the impact of teacher disclosure on

student perceptions of the teacher, Carich reported e r ra tic and un
predictable re s u lts .

The author concluded th a t the relationship

studied was equivocal a t b est; th is w riter questions the methodological
soundness of the study fo r a number of reasons.
Kuiper (1975) explored the question:

Do students feel more

comfortable i f they know where a teacher stands and w ill they thus
learn more? Jourard (1971) discussed a rep o rt th a t mutual s e lf
disclosure between an experimenter and subjects p rio r to a pairedassociates learning task sig n ific a n tly increased the learning of the
lis t.

Kuiper believed the im plications of th is study were "staggering."

Using a questionnaire format, Kuiper found th a t by a margin of 18 to 1,
students f e l t th a t th e ir best in stru c to rs engaged in se lf-d isc lo su re .
A majority of students also reported th a t teacher self-d isc lo su re
stim ulates class discussion, makes the class more in te re s tin g , and
helped them to relax and learn b e tte r.
A s e rie s of studies by Wool folk altered the focus by looking a t
student se lf-d isc lo s u re .

In exploring the variables affecting the

willingness of students to se lf-d isc lo se to the teacher, she in v e sti
gated teacher verbal and non-verbal behavior.

The f i r s t study

(Wool folk and Wool fo lk , 1975) system atically varied the congruence
(or lack of i t ) between the two channels of communication.

Fourth
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graders were taught a vocabulary lesson by a teacher who behaved in
eith e r a congruent or incongruent manner on a positive/negative
dimension.

Students then completed a questionnaire designed to

assess th e ir w illingness to self-d isc lo se to the teacher about
various topics.

An analysis of variance showed th a t students in the

negative verbal/negative nonverbal condition were the le a s t w illing
to s e lf-d isc lo s e , with no sig n ific a n t differences between the three
other conditions.
Wool fo lk , Garlensky, and Nicolich (1977) replicated the above
study with sixth graders and found sim ilar re s u lts .

Students'

scores on self-d isc lo su re w illingness were again a d ire c t function
of the positiveness of the te ach er's verbal behavior, with no e ffe c t
on the nonverbal dimension.
A study performed by Cooper (1975) provides in d ire c t support
for the positive impact of teacher s elf-d isc lo su re on student per
ceptions.

He compared student perceptions of a teacher as rated by

two groups of students; one group had participated in a marathon
encounter group with th e ir teacher, the other had not.

Students

p articipating in the marathon group with the teacher perceived him to
be functioning a t higher levels of positive regard, congruence, and
empathy than the group who had not had th is experience.

Cooper

a ttrib u ted th is increase to the establishment of more positive teacher/
student relatio n sh ip s.

As self-d isc lo su re is a major c h a ra c te ris tic

of encounter group a c tiv ity , i t can be inferred th a t teacher s e lf disclosure mediated the increase in positive perceptions.
This b rie f though complete review of the research on self-d isc lo su re
in the classroom gives some support to the notion of self-d isc lo su re as
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a p o te n tia lly important variable in classroom dynamics.

The research

on the personality dimensions of e ffec tiv e teachers, however, provides
much stronger support for the impact a te ach er's personal q u a litie s
can have on the teaching/learning process.

Evidence indicates th a t

dimensions such as s e n s itiv ity , warmth, and genuineness can indeed
exert a positive influence on students.
The Independent Variables and Predictions
The present study investigated teacher disclosure a t d ifferin g
levels of intimacy to assess the impact of disclosure on student
perceptions of the teacher.

A basic premise of th is study is th a t

teacher self-d isc lo su re has some s o rt of impact, e ith er positive or
negative, on how students perceive him.

The problem to be solved

centers on the id e n tific a tio n of global dimensions of teacher d is 
closure which have an e ffe c t on the perception of a ttrib u te s associated
with e ffec tiv e teaching.
Two kinds of teacher d isclo su re.

As mentioned e a rlie r , previous

effo rts to manipulate s elf-d isc lo su re have been directed a t e ith e r a
therapy situ a tio n or a t the id e n tific a tio n of basic parameters of
self-d isc lo su re.

Consequently, past research provides no clues as

to what kinds of disclosure might be instrumental in creating an
effec tiv e in stru c tio n a l clim ate.
Assuming th a t a te ach er's disclosure does a ffe c t classroom
dynamics, several basic questions regarding the underlying process(es)
a rise .

One such question would be:

Is i t because the teacher is

revealing personal information or simply because he is providing an
example which c la r if ie s the content of the lecture?

To answer th is

question, teacher s elf-d isc lo su re vs. disclosure about some other
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person is employed as one facto r in the present study.

The teacher

e ith er discloses about himself or he conveys the same information
but ascribed i t to a frie n d .
A second basic question concerns the e ffe c t of the depth or
level of intimacy of the d isclosures.

Given th a t numerous studies

have indicated d iffe re n t re s u lts for varying levels of intimacy of
disclosure, three levels (low, medium, high) were employed in the
present investigation.

Due to the suggestion from p rio r research

of a cu rv ilin ear relatio n sh ip between dimensions of person perception
and intimacy le v e l, i t was important to include three le v e ls .
The teacher in th is study was a male.

Since th is fa c t might

be expected to a ffe c t student perceptions, sex of subject was included
as an additional internal facto r.
P redictions.

Dependent variables employed in th is study include

items from research on the impact of s elf-d isc lo su re on person percep
tion ( e .g ., warm, likeable) and items from factor analytic studies on
teaching effectiveness ( e .g ., organized, knowledgeable).

Due to the

exploratory nature of th is study, specific predictions for each of the
dependent measures are not an important part of the study plan.

Many

measures are included in an e ff o rt to id e n tify as many meaningful
relationships as possible.
However, past research and the nature of the independent variables
suggest th a t certain general predictions can be made.

For each

independent variable a main e ffe c t is expected for many of the
dependent measures.

For example, assuming th a t speaking about oneself

generally e l i c i t s more positive perceptions than speaking about some
other person, re su lts for the disclosure about s e lf vs. other would be
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expected to show self-d isc lo su re to be superior in causing the
teacher to be perceived more p ositively across many of the dependent
v ariables.

However, there is some past research upon which to base

reservations for such an e ff e c t; fo r example, Baron, Byrne, and G riffith
(1974) have shown th a t communicators with sim ilar a ttitu d e s are often
found to be more a ttra c tiv e to subjects than those with d issim ilar
a ttitu d e s .

Consequently, i f the teacher comuni cates a ttitu d e s

which are incongruent with those of the subject he may not be per
ceived in as favorable a lig h t.
A cu rv ilin ear pattern across levels of intimacy in the s e lf disclosure condition is expected to appear on many of the dependent
measures.

Research has indicated th a t a medium level is most fr e 

quently perceived in the most positive way.

A dditionally, students

have both im p lic it and e x p lic it expectations for what are desirable
behaviors in th e ir teachers.

I t is highly lik ely th a t they w ill

perceive the high se lf-d isc lo sin g teacher as one who is behaving
inappropriately.

Derlega, Lovell, and Chaikin (1976) provide support

for th is prediction.

They found th a t subjects rated a high disclosing

th e rap ist as more acceptable when they expected th is as appropriate
behavior.

P ilo t work has indicated students perceive very high

levels of disclosure as inappropriate for th e ir teachers.
When comparing the s e lf vs. other variable in the high disclosure
level condition, i t is expected th a t "other" w ill receive higher
ratings on many measures.

This condition w ill allow the students to

respond positively to the level of disclosure without the concomitant
anxiety, th re a t, or perceived "deviance" of the high s e lf - disclosure.
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METHOD

Subjects
The subjects were 96 undergraduates from the U niversity o f New
Hampshire.

Approximately 70 were recruited from introductory psychology

courses where p articip atio n in experiments co n stitu tes p art of the
laboratory requirement.

An additional 30 subjects were obtained from

lower-level courses in the psychology department.

In these courses,

the experiment was conducted during the regularly scheduled class time.
The fin a l sample consisted of 54 females and 42 males.
Design
Figure 1 il lu s tr a te s the experimental design, which consisted of
a 2 X 3 completely crossed fa c to ria l design.

The type of disclosure

facto r represented the s e lf vs. other disclosure.

Subjects were

exposed to e ith e r low, medium, or high levels of intimacy of disclosure
contained within the context of the lecture presented by the teacher.
The topics of disclosure were selected from instruments previously used
by Taylor and Altman (1966) and Jourard and Jaffe (1971).

In order to

insure th a t the intimacy values assigned to the individual items were
appropriate fo r the population to be used, 57 males and 92 females
who were undergraduates a t the U niversity of New Hampshire were used
as judges.

The judges were asked to rate the intimacy value of 46

topics on a scale of 1 - 11 using a Thurstone-type procedure.

These

ra tin g s, which were consistent with those reported in previous research,
provided the intimacy values used.

The low condition consisted of

statements ranging from 1-3 in level of intimacy, medium ranged from
4-8, and high from 9-11.

Examples of statements in the three conditions
27
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FIGURE 1
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE INTIMACY
LOW

MEDIUM

SELF

N = 18

N = 18

OTHER

N = 15

HIGH

TYPE
OF
DISCLOSURE
N = 15
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are (low) "the types of play and recreation I enjoy"; (medium) "how
I feel about getting old"; (high) "my g u iltie s t s e c re ts."
The two independent variables (type of disclosure and level of
intimacy of disclosure) were manipulated within the context of six
le ctu res, each le ctu re being approximately 25 minutes in duration.
Each lecture contained the same basic content, except th a t manipula
tions appropriate to each ce ll were inserted a t 11 pre-arranged points
in the basic le c tu re .
Preparation and Content of Lectures
Scripts which were memorized and spoken verbatim were used to
insure control of content coverage and several p ractice sessions with
students were conducted.

The substance of the lectu re was based on

several publications prim arily from introductory-level te x ts on
counseling and psychotherapy (e .g ., Heine, 1971).

The basic lecture

was w ritten in such a way as to provide 11 places where disclosing of
personal information would be appropriate.

The basic lectu re appears

in APPENDIX A.
Six sets of manipulations appropriate fo r each ce ll were prepared
for insertion into the basic le ctu re.

In the present study the s e lf

vs. other factor was operationalized simply by the use of the word "I"
for the s e lf disclosure condition and of "my friend" for the other
disclosure condition.

The intimacy level of the disclosure was based

on the ratings previously described.

The manipulations for the six

ce lls are included in APPENDIX B.
Teacher
The role of the teacher was played by an experienced le ctu rer a t
the University of New Hampshire.

He was programmed to deliver the
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lectures in a manner th a t was as standardized as possible across the
manipulations.

With the exception of necessary grammatical differences

in tense, word order, e t c ., only 11 sets of key words constituted the
manipulation of the independent v ariables.

In th is respect the ex

perimental manipulations had the "neatness" often found in persuasion
research where an independent variable might be operationalized simply
by ascribing one communication to two d iffe re n t sources ( e .g ., Hovland
and Weiss, 1951).

In addition, the teacher was blind to the dependent

variables and to the specific hypotheses being investigated and was
paid for his p articip atio n in the study.
Procedure
Subjects were run in groups of 15-18 a t a time.
randomly assigned to groups.

Treatments were

When students arrived in the classroom

they were told th a t the psychology department was te stin g a module
course in introductory psychology.

The purpose of the p a rtic u la r

study was to ask th e ir cooperation in market te stin g the module on
"Introduction to counseling and psychotherapy."

They were informed

th a t they would be asked to complete an evaluation of the le ctu re and
take a short quiz on the content of the le c tu re .

The students were

also told th a t they would be prohibited from asking questions during
the delivery of the le c tu re .

In th is manner, teacher communication,

other than th a t which was experimentally manipulated, was controlled.
The experimenter then introduced the teacher.
about the teacher other than his name was given.

No information
(Data from two subjects

who had previously had the teacher as an in stru c to r were omitted from
data an aly sis).

In every condition he stood in front of the class and

delivered the lectu re from behind a podium.

A fter completing the lectu re
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the teacher l e f t the room and the experimenter administered the dependent
measures.

A debriefing on the purpose of the study was presented as well

as a discussion on some of i t s im plications fo r teaching.

Students were

also asked to complete an open-ended essay questionnaire on th e ir ex
periences with and reactions to a self-d isc lo sin g teacher.
Dependent Measures
There is a trend in the evaluation of an instructional method or
treatm ent to employ several c r i te r ia (Gabriel and Hopkins, 1974).

Di

mensions of teaching effectiveness are complex; the research clearly
indicates the d e s ira b ility of m ultiple measurement.
of dependent measures was employed.

Hence, a variety

Some were drawn from teacher

effectiveness research, others from the body of lite ra tu re pertaining
to self-d isc lo su re.

Another group of items employed included subjects'

intentions regarding future in teractio n s with the teacher.

Also, a

series of items served as manipulation checks fo r the independent
variables.
Quiz.

The e n tire questionnaire is included in APPENDIX C.
A b rie f objective quiz composed of nine questions based on

the lectu re content was included in the questionnaire booklet.

The

purpose of the quiz was not to provide a valid measure of achievement
( i t is much too b rie f to serve adequately such a purpose), but rather
to insure th a t subjects carefu lly listen ed to the le ctu re.
Person perception s c a le s .

The person perception scales were specif

ic a lly designed for use in th is study.

The scales asked the students to

rate the teacher on a seven-point scale for 18 variables.

Dziokonski

(1976) indicated th a t bipolar scaling of items was more sen sitiv e to
sim ilar treatm ents than Likert scalin g , and therefore a ll the scales
were bounded by bipolar items with the midpoint defined as neu tral.
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Subjects indicated with a check mark which of the seven blocks on
the bipolar continua corresponded most closely to how they perceive
the teacher in re la tio n to each v ariable.

The direction of the

bipolar scales was altern ated every other one so th a t fo r some items
the p ositive pole appeared on the l e f t of the sc a le , and for others
i t appeared on the rig h t.

This was done to avoid any systematic bias

subjects might have in f i l i n g in the scales.
One s e t of items on th is scale was drawn from the research on
personality dimensions of effec tiv e teachers.

Each item involved an

adjectival description of some aspect of the te ach er's behavior as
perceived by the students.

The major dimensions assessed were those

of genuineness, warmth, and empathy.

The items assessing these

dimensions employed the items warm/cold, understanding/not understanding,
genuine/not genuine, ac cep tin g /rejectin g , caring/not caring, and sen si
tiv e /in se n sitiv e .
A second group of items on th is scale was extracted from research
which examined the global q u a litie s of an effec tiv e in s tru c to r.

The

items included were pleasant/unpleasant, frie n d ly /u n frie n d ly , inform al/
formal, experienced/inexperienced, knowledgeable/ignorant, informed/
uninformed, and a r t ic u la te /in a r tic u la te .
An additional s e t of items was drawn from research which deals
with dimensions affected by varying levels of s e lf-d isc lo su re .

The

items include lik eab le/u n lik eab le, open/defensive, trustw orthy/untrust
worthy, and approachable/unapproachable.
Teacher evaluation form.

This form included 13 items which asked

the subjects to ra te how descriptive the items were of the te ach er's
performance.

A five point scale was used ranging from (1) not a t a ll
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d escriptive to (5) very d escrip tiv e.

As th is form was very sim ilar to

the mandatory ratin g form used a t the University of New Hampshire, stu 
dents were fam iliar with th is format.

Items assessed how in terestin g

the le ctu rer was, how organized and knowledgeable he appeared, and
how e ffec tiv e ly he communicated.

A fourteenth item—a global one—

asked subjects to compare the teacher with other in stru cto rs they have
had, ranging from (1) among the very worst to (5) among the very b est.
Behavioral in ten tio n s.

A concern with subjects' global percep

tions of the teacher is th a t they do not lend themselves to the use of
behavioral measures.
behavioral le v el.

Yet students' perceptions may re fle c t on a

For th is reason, several items were included to

assess the possible future behavior of subjects in relatio n to the
teacher.

These items were also scaled on seven-point continua bounded

by d e fin ite ly /d e fin ite ly not.

These items measured wanting to take a

course with th is teacher and recommending him as an in stru c to r to th e ir
frien ds.

They also measured whether the respondent would feel free to

ask th is teacher questions in class and feel comfortable in approaching
th is teacher outside of class to discuss the course.

F inally, subjects

were asked whether they would share th e ir thoughts with th is teacher.
Manipulation checks.

Several items were embedded in the question

naire to serve as manipulation checks.

One check asked the students

to rate how descriptive the item "personalizes m aterial" was of the
te ach er's behavior.

This was included to ensure th a t students were

sen sitive to the varying levels of self-d isc lo su re as well as the
s e lf/o th e r comparison.
Two items were included to get a sense of how subjects perceived
the te ach er's level of anxiety.

I t was important th a t the teacher did
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not appear more nervous, fo r example, in the high self-d isc lo su re
condition than in the low.

One item asked for su b jec ts' perceptions

of the teacher on a relaxed/nervous dimension; the other asked subjects
to rate how "comfortable the
Two items were included

teacher appeared to be."
because in tu itiv e ly they did not appear

to be susceptible to the experimental manipulations.

These included

"spoke understandably" and "used a well-modulated tone of voice."
Data a n a ly sis.

A m ultivariate analysis of variance was performed

on the 37 dependent measures.

When using multiple dependent measures,

a m ultivariate approach is preferred (Gabriel and Hopkins, 1974;
Raising, Ward, and Rolik, 1977), since i t considers a ll dimensions
simultaneously.

When many univariate analyses are used, the probability

of finding a difference where none ex ists is no longer a t the nominal
(e .g .,c < =.05) le v e l.

Also, univariate analyses tr e a t each dependent

variable as i f they were uncorrelated with any other dependent measure.
A m ultivariate approach, however, uses the correlations among dependent
variables in i t s procedures.

As i t was expected th a t

many of the

dependent measures of th is study would be highly correlated ( e .g .,
"warm" and "lik eab le"), m ultivariate analysis takes advantage of th is
information.
W ithin-cell correlations among the dependent measures were computed
to assess the in te rre la tio n sh ip s.

Univariate analyses of variance

were also computed for fu rth e r exploratory purposes.
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RESULTS
For convenience in presenting and discussing re s u lts , s e lf 
disclosure vs. disclosure about another person is referred to as the
s e lf/o th e r facto r and the level or depth of intimacy is referred to
simply as the level facto r.
I n itia l analyses showed no sig n ific a n t effec ts on the variable
of subject sex, so a ll subsequent analyses were performed collapsing
across the sex facto r.
Manipulation Checks
The check on the experimental manipulations of the type and level
of disclosure indicated th a t subjects perceived the manipulations
appropriate to th e ir experimental conditions.

Figure 2 shows the

means fo r a ll conditions for the item "Personalizes m aterial".
Univariate analysis of variance showed:

(1) a sig n ific a n t e ffe c t for

type of disclosure (£<.001) with s e lf receiving higher ratings than
other, and (2) a marginally s ig n ific a n t e ffe c t for level of disclosure
(£<.06), with medium and high receiving the same ratings and low with
the lowest ra tin g s .

Simple main effec ts were calculated a t each level

of disclosure for the s e lf/o th e r facto r.
sig n ifican tly g reater than other (Low:
Medium:

F=10.18, ^=1,90,£<.002; High:

For each le v e l, s e lf was
F=12.44, df=l,90,£<.001;
F=3.99, ^= 1,90,£< .05).

It

appears, then, th a t subjects perceived the s e lf-d isc lo sin g lectures to
be sig n ific a n tly more personalized than those in the other condition.
Analysis of variance on the item "Appears comfortable in class"
revealed no s ig n ific a n t main effec ts or in te ra c tio n .

I t seems th a t

subjects across a ll conditions perceived the teacher to be a t v irtu a lly
35
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the same level of comfort in his ro le .

This is im portant, as any person,

no matter how well rehearsed, could possibly feel and appear uncomfort
able revealing highly personal information to strangers.
The items "Spoke understandably" and "Used a well-modulated tone
of voice" showed no sig n ific a n t e ffe c t on e ith e r the level facto r or
in teractio n .

However, they did show a sig n ific a n t main e ffe c t on the

type of disclosure (F=4.23, ^ 1 ,9 0 ,£ < .0 5 ; F=4.04, ^ 1 ,9 0 ,£ < .0 5 ) ; Other
was rated higher than S elf.

Tests of simple effec ts revealed th is e ffe c t

to be occuring a t the high level of disclosure when comparing the s e lf /
other facto r (£(.01 for both item s).
Analysis of MANOVA
The means fo r a ll 37 dependent measures for the s ix -c e ll design
are presented in Table 1.

In th is and in all succeeding reporting of

re s u lts , higher values indicate more positive perceptions of and
intentions toward the teacher.

The principal analysis was a 2 x 3

m ultivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for the e n tire "package" of
37 dependent measures.

This technique allows for a h e u ristic approach

to the data consistent with the major purposes of the study.
The F values obtained by MANOVA are reported in Table 2.

S ig n ifi

cant main e ffec ts were obtained fo r the se lf/o th e r facto r (£<.001) and
for level (£<.008).

The in teractio n between the two independent v a ri

ables was not s ta t is tic a ll y s ig n ific a n t, though i t did approach i t
(£<.075).
The m ultivariate analog to simple main e ffec ts ( i . e . , special order
of effe c ts) was performed a t both types and a ll levels of disclosure.
A sig n ifican t main e ffe c t occurred a t S elf (£<.01), but not a t Other.
In reference to level of intimacy, sig n ific a n t simple effe c ts were found
a t low (£<.02) and a t high {£<.001), but not a t medium.
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TABLE 1
MEANS FOR EACH DEPENDENT MEASURE, TYPE OF DISCLOSURE BY
LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE
Level

1.

Warm

2.

Understanding

3.

Likeable

4.

Genuine

5.

Accepting

6.

Caring

7.

Pleasant

8.

Open

9.

Friendly

Type

Low

Medium

High

S elf
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other

5.44
5.27
4.94
5.33
5.28
5.67
5.44
4.93
5.00
5.60
4.89
4.93
5.83
5.60
5.28
5.27
5.72
5.47
4.28
4.20
4.78
5.13
4.94
5.33
5.00
4.73
4.72
4.33
4.94
3.93
5.83
6.13
5.83
5.73

6.11
5.00
5.39
4.33
5.89
5.07
5.44
4.40
5.72
4.93
5.39
4.80
6.00
5.93
6.11
4.13
5.94
5.67
4.39
3.20
5.78
4.53
5.78
5.27
5.78
4.60
5.22
4.27
5.11
3.73
5.83
5.07
6.06
5.53

4.80
5.93
4.67
6.00
4.47
6.00
4.60
5.40
5.07
5.67
4.80
5.80
3.93
6.07
6.00
5.40
5.07
5.93
4.00
3.60
4.20
4.93
4.47
5.80
4.87
5.67
5.13
6.07
4.00
3.93
4.93
5.60
4.80
5.93

Self
Other
Self
Other

10.

Relaxed

Self
Other

11.

Trustworthy

Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other

12.

Sensitive

13.

Approachable

14.

Informal

15.

Experienced

16.

Knowledgeable

17.

Informed
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T a b le 1 ( c o n t in u e d )

Level

18.

A rticulate

19.

21.

Stimulated in te re s t
in the subject
Presented m aterial in
an in terestin g way
Explains clearly

22.

Is well prepared

23.

Presented in a well
organized way
Communicates knowledge
effec tiv e ly
Makes good use of
examples
Is enthusiastic

20.

24.
25.
26.
27.

Knew subject matter

28.

Appears comfortable

29.

Personalizes material

30.

Spoke understandably

31.

Used a wel1-modulated
tone of voice
How does he compare
with other teachers
Would take a course
with him
Would recoimend him
to others
Would feel free to ask
questions in class
Would feel comfortable
in approaching
Would share my thoughts
with him

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Type

Low

Medium

High

Self
Other
S elf
Other
Self
Other
S elf
Other

5.28
4.93
3.89
3.00
3.83
3.20
3.56
3.53
3.89
4.13
3.83
4.00
3.94
3.20
4.17
4.07
4.11
3.67
4.22
3.80
3.56
2.80
4.50
3.40
3.83
3.67
3.67
3.87
3.83
2.93
5.61
4.33
5.39
4.00
5.61
4.67
5.61
4.53

4.40
5.47
2.33
3.13
2.07
3.47
2.40
3.73
3.20
3.87
2.73
3.73
2.20
3.80
2.73
3.73
2.87
3.87
3.33
4.07
3.00
3.13
4.47
3.73
2.93
4.00
3.00
3.93
2.20
3.27
2.73
4.73

S elf
Other
S elf
Other

5.28
5.53
3.22
3.80
3.17
3.73
3.67
4.27
4.39
4.33
4.06
4.47
3.56
4.40
3.56
4.20
3.72
3.67
4.28
4.07
3.61
3.20
4.17
2.87
3.78
4.27
3.94
4.07
3.33
3.13
4.72
5.00
4.61
4.67
5.33
5.47
5.50
5.27

2.93
4.80
4.93
6.27
4.67
6.23

Self
Other

4.44
5.00

4.94
3.80

4.60
5.47

Self
Other
Self
Other
S elf
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
S elf
Other
S elf
Other
S elf
Other
S elf
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
Self
Other
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF MANOVA

Effect

p-value

Type of disclosure

3.092

.001

Level of disclosure

1.666

.008

Interaction

1.354

.075

Simple effec ts
Level a t s e lf

1.572

Level a t other

1.329

Type a t low

1.882

Type a t medium

1.345

.158

Type a t high

2.475

.001

.017
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The global F values reported here are of in te re s t in th a t they
indicate the experimental manipulations (both type and level of d is 
closure) had highly s ig n ific a n t overall e ffe c ts .

This is especially

important in view of the fa c t th a t MANOVA u tiliz e s the in te rc o rre la 
tions between a ll dependent measures in computing F values, thus pre
venting redundancy in reporting s ig n ific a n t re s u lts .

However, meaningful

in terp reta tio n s of the sp ecific effec ts of the manipulations require an
exploration of the univariate relatio n sh ip s.

F ortunately, the sig n ifican t

global e ffec ts legitim ize th is additional probing analysis.
Univariate Analyses of Variance
Due to the exploratory nature of the study and the complexity of
the re s u lts , i t would not be feasib le to discuss each dependent measure
in dividually.

Consequently, patterns of re su lts across the dependent

measures w ill be examined in lin e with the predictions.

Complete

summaries of a ll s ta t is tic a l analyses appear in APPENDIX D.

Data from

an additional group are also included in summary form in APPENDIX E,
This group was o rig in ally intended to serve as a control group; subjects
listened to the same content of the lectu re with no experimental
manipulations.

However, as th is s ig n ifican tly shortened the length of

time subjects were exposed to the teacher, i t was decided to omit th e ir
ratings from the analysis.
Interaction between the independent v ariab les.

Although the

global MANOVA te s t on the in teractio n between the two independent
variables did not give evidence of a highly s ig n ific a n t e ff e c t, i t did
approach the conventional level of significance (£<.075).

A comparison

of the graphical depiction of each dependent measure and those measures
which showed a s ig n ific a n t univariate e ffe c t on the in teractio n revealed
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some in te re stin g p attern s.

As predicted, the ratings of the teacher

on many of the dependent measures formed a cu rv ilin e ar pattern in the
se lf-d isc lo sin g condition, with medium disclosure associated with the
highest (most positive) point.

(An informal examination of the graphs

showed th a t 34 of the dependent measures, i . e . , 91.8%, approximated
th is cu rv ilin e ar relatio n sh ip , some to a greater degree than oth e rs.)
All graphs fo r the dependent measures appear in APPENDIX F.

The

measures in the Other condition frequently formed a cu rv ilin e ar pattern
in the opposite d ire ctio n , with medium being the lowest point.

Figures

3 and 4 provide examples of th is pattern of in teractio n which consistently
appeared across many measures.

Twenty-three measures (62.2%) showed

a s ig n ific a n t in teractio n ; nineteen of these (77.7% of sig n ific a n t
in teraction te s ts ) followed th is same p attern .

The remaining four

s ig n ifican t in teractio n s approximated th is p attern , prim arily in the
self-d isc lo su re condition.

Results are summarized in Table 3.

In sh o rt, i t appears th a t the curvilinear pattern across the
levels of intimacy is a strong and consistent finding.
Self/O ther comparisons across levels of intimacy.

Simple effec ts

te s ts were performed comparing s e lf/o th e r ratings a t each level of
intimacy.

As sp ecific predictions were made based on the level of d is 

closure, i t is necessary to examine these re s u lts .
The MANOVA for the e ffe c t of the se lf/o th e r facto r a t low level
of intimacy was sig n ific a n t (F=1.88, ^ 3 7 ,5 4 ,£ ( .0 2 ) .

However, uni

v ariate te s ts of simple effec ts revealed only two sig n ific a n t effec ts
on dependent measures a t th is le v e l.

On the item "Communicates

knowledge e ffe c tiv e ly ". Other was rated higher than S elf (£<.04).

For

the item "Personalizes m aterial". S elf was rated higher than Other
(£<.001).

I t appears th a t subjects were aware of the differences in
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the degree to which the teacher revealed him self, but these perceptions
did not a ffe c t th e ir ratin g s on specific dimensions.

This is congruent

with expectations as no real differences were predicted to occur a t the
low level of intimacy.
Although the MANOVA te s t of simple e ffec ts for type of disclosure
a t the medium level of intimacy was not sig n ifican t (£<.15), examination
of the univariate te s ts on d iffe re n t dependent measures uncovered some
in terestin g pattern s.

Fourteen measures were highly sig n ific a n t (£<.05

or b e tte r); five measures were marginally s ig n ifican t (£<.07).

On

a ll nineteen measures which produced sig n ific a n t simple effec ts a t the
medium (51.3% of the to ta l measures), self-d isc lo su re was rated higher
than other disclosure.

This is clearly in line with expected re s u lts.

Table 4 summarizes these re s u lts .
Strongly in lin e with predictions were the re su lts of se lf/o th e r
comparisons a t the high level of intimacy.

The MANOVA te s t of th is

simple e ffe c t was highly s ig n ific a n t (£(.001).

Twenty-six of the

en tire s e t of 37 dependent measures showed sig n ific a n t univariate
te s ts .

Twenty-five of these te s ts showed Other to be rated s ig n if i

cantly higher than self-d isc lo su re.

In other words, 67.5% of the

to tal s e t of measures showed Other to be rated more p ositively than
se lf-d isc lo su re.

The one item which produced a sig n ifican t univariate

te s t , but in the opposite direction ( i . e . . Self rated higher than
Other) was the item "Personalizes m aterial".

This is a good indication

th a t subjects were aware of the greater degree of personalization of
the material in the S elf condition.

However, as predicted, they did

not respond in a positive manner to th is high level of revealingness.
These re s u lts are summarized in Table 5.

I
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^ 8

4.73
4.78

.53
4.20

Low
Figure 3.

Mediurn

1
High

S ignificant interaction on the item "Trustworthy'

5.61
5^
4.73
4.72

Low
Figure 4.

Medium

High

S ignificant interaction on item "Would take a course with him'
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TABLE 3

Summary of re s u lts of sig n ific a n t univariate te s ts on the interaction

Variable

^2,90

p-level

Warm

6.941

.002

Understanding

4.908

.009

Likeable

6.552

.002

Accepting

3.062

.052

Pleasant

13.043

.001

4.745

.011

Open
Trustworthy

5.178

.007

Sensitive

5.424

.006

Approachable

3.899

.024

Knowledgeable

3.302

.041

Informed

3.807

.026

Stimulated in te re s t

6.175

.003

Presented in in terestin g manner

7.190

.001

Explains clearly

3.694

.029

Coimunicated e ffec tiv e ly
Is enthusiastic

10.188

.001

5.157

.008

Knew subject matter

3.543

.033

How does he compare

10.776

.001
.001

Would take a course

9.698

Would recommend him

10.430

.001

Would ask questions

4.680

.012

Would approach him

6.181

.003

Would share thoughts with him

3.208

.045
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TABLE 4
Summary of re s u lts of sig n ific a n t univariate te s ts on
Type facto r a t Medium disclosure
Variable

^1,90

p-level

Warm

7.415

.008

Understanding

3.619

.060

Likeable

3.468

.066

3.515

.064

Genuine
Open

17.591

.001

Relaxed

4.449

.038

Trustworthy

8.059

.006

Approachable

5.967

.017

Experienced

5.250

.024

Knowledgeable

3.409

.068

Stimulated in te re s t

6.446

.013

Communicated e ffec tiv e ly

4.177

.044

Appears comfortable

4.256

.042

Personali zes materi al

10.178

.002

How does he compare

10.283

.002
.010

Would take a course

6.973

Would recommend him

8.562

.004

Would approach him

3.752

.056

Would share thoughts

3.312

.072

Note:

D irection is S>0 for a ll items.
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TABLE 5

Summary of re s u lts of s ig n ific a n t univariate te s ts on
Type facto r a t High disclosure
Variable

^1,90

p-level

Warm
Understanding
Likeable
Caring
Pleasant
Friendly
Sensitive
Informed
A rticulate
Stimulated in te re s t
Presented in in terestin g manner
Explains clearly
Well prepared
Presented In organized way
Communicated e ffec tiv e ly
Made good use of examples
Is en th u siastic
Knew subject
♦Personalizes material
Spoke understandably
Used well-modulated tone of voice
How does he compare
Would take a course
Would recommend him
Would ask questions
Would approach him

6.748
5.736
10.623
4.322
33.068
4.173
10.864
6.401
5.012
4.392
12.845
13.692
4.210
7.755
17.247
5.108
8.938
4.884
3.989
7.618
6.794
11.907
13.840
13.123
6.147
8.162

.011
.019
.002
.040
.001
.044
.001
.013
.028
.039
.001
.001
.043
.007
.001
.026
.004
.030
.049
.007
.011
.001
.001
.001
.015
.005

Note;

♦Indicates direction is S>0
For a ll other items, direction is 0>S.
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Level of intimacy comparisons across types of d isclo su re.

Tests

of simple e ffec ts on the level of disclosure a t each type of disclosure
were performed.

As a p rio ri predictions had been made, te s ts of planned

comparisons were computed for the dependent measures showing sig n ifican t
univariate te s ts of simple e f fe c ts .
The MANOVA te s t for level of intimacy a t the Self condition was
sig n ifican t (£<.02).

Twenty-one dependent measures showed significance

on the univariate te s ts (£<.05 or b e tte r).

An ordering of the means

for each sig n ifican t measure from highest to lowest ratings showed the
high level of disclosure to receive the lowest ratings for a ll 21
measures.

On fifte e n of these measures medium was rated most po sitiv ely .

Tests of planned comparisons revealed the sig n ifican t differences were
occurring between low vs. high or medium vs. high.

On only three items

("Trustworthy", "Sensitive", and "Stimulated in te re st") was medium
disclosure rated sig n ifican tly higher than low disclosure.

I t appears

th a t the overall trend was in the predicted direction with the medium
level of intimacy receiving the most positive ra tin g s, but few s t a t i s 
tic a lly s ig n ific a n t differences existed between low and medium.

As

expected, high levels of self-d isc lo su re produced the lowest ratin g s.
These re su lts are presented in Table 6.
The MANOVA te s t for level of intimacy a t the Other condition was
only marginally sig n ifican t (£<.09).

Eight dependent measures pro

duced sig n ifican t univariate e ffe c ts .

Tests of planned comparisons

showed the differences to be occurring when contrasting the medium with
the high level of disclosure.

A general pattern on the eight measures

was th a t the high level of other disclosure received the most positive
ratin gs and medium received the lowest.

Table 7 summarizes these re s u lts.
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TABLE 6
Summary of re s u lts of s ig n ifican t univariate te sts on
Level of disclosure a t Self
Variable

""2,90

p-level

Order^

Warm

4.992

.009

m" T ^

Likeable

4.775

.011

m^

Pleasant

19.280

.001

m^ T

6.307

.003

M ^^H

Sensitive

5.739

.005

M*'^T“ H

Knowledgeable

3.180

.046

L~M=H

Informed

4.650

.012

MHT^H

Trustworthy

T "h
^h

8.922

.001

M^^T“ H

10.770

.001

fn ? = H

Explains clearly

7.333

.001

C M—H

Is well prepared

7.023

.001

C~W^W

Presented in organized way

7.681

.001

r~w=H

Communicates e ffec tiv e ly

11.349

.001

r iF = H

Made good use of examples

5.383

.006

M“ T “ H

Is enthusiastic

7.597

.001

M'lF'-H

Knew subject

5.388

.006

[

Spoke understandably

3.291

.042

M L*-*W

Stimulated in te re s t
Presented in in terestin g manner

M—H

3.625

.031

L M H

How does he compare

15.775

.001

ITT=W

Would take a course

15.803

.001

M“T = H

Would recommend him

12.589

.001

M
“ lr=H

Uses a well-modulated voice

♦Indicates the re s u lts of the te s ts of planned comparisons in the following
manner: solid lin e = £(.01; dotted lin e = £<.05.
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Summary of re s u lts of sig n ific a n t univariate te s ts on
Level of disclosure a t Other

Variable

""2,90

p-level

Understanding

4.541

.013

Open

7.148

.019

Order^

H“ T “ M

Informal

5.867

.004

Knowledgeable

3.195

.046

C"H-M

Communicated effec tiv e ly

4.851

.010

n r" M

Would ask questions

4.426

.015

h~T “

Would approach

4.827

.010

r m

Would share thoughts with him

3.793

.026

a

♦Indicates the re s u lts of the te s ts of planned comparisons in the following
manner: solid lin e = £<.01; dotted lin e = £<.05.
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C orrelational Analysis
In terco rrelatio n s among a ll 37 variables were computed.

Within

cell c o rrelatio n s, ra th e r than betw een-cell, were calculated, as th is
technique assesses the relationships among variables separate from the
e ffe c t of the independent v ariab les.

Stated somewhat d iffe re n tly , i t

is possible to assess the in terrela tio n sh ip s of the measures independent
of the d iffe re n tia l impact of the experimental manipulations.
Correlations between variables are presented in Table 8.

As

expected, many of the dependent measures were highly correlated in a
p ositive d ire ctio n .

No sig n ific a n t negative correlations were found.

Only three items ("Open, "Informal", and "Relaxed") were not highly
correlated with many other dependent measures.

Because a co rrelation

c o e fficie n t of .35 would be highly s ig n ific a n t (£(.001), i t would be
too cumbersome to report a ll c o e fficie n ts individually.

Consequently,

an arb itra ry point (r>.5) was selected fo r the sake of convenience.
As the MANOVA calculations take a ll of the in terco rrelatio n s into
account, th is information is not as crucial as i t would be with a
completely univariate approach.
For organizational purposes, reporting of in terco rrelatio n s among
the dependent measures is grouped conceptually into the following
categories:

(1) personality dimensions of the teachers, (2) professional

( s k ill) dimensions of the te ach er's performance and (3) behavioral
intentions of the students in reference to future interactions with the
teacher.

Since the data do not lend themselves to facto r an a ly sis,

only a global conceptual categorization is presented here.

The overall

item, "How does th is teacher compare to other teachers?", was highly
correlated with items in a ll three of the above-mentioned categories.
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TABLE 8 : W ithin-cells co rrelations of
Variable
1
2
3
4
5
1. Warm
.411
2. Understand
.691
.564
3. Likeable
.594
.473
.604
4. Genuine
.600
.530
.650
.472
5. Accepting
.541
.584
.659
.587
6. Caring
.684
.675
.400
7. Pleasant
.674
.479
.663
8. Open
.336
.454
.450
.370
.434
9. Friendly
.557
.337
.545
.391
.498
.158
.312
10. Relaxed
.323
.252
.218
.415
.436
.624
.398
11. Trustworthy
.469
12. Sensitive
.518
.453
.638
.519
.529
13. Approachable .543
.667
.625
.568
.575
14. Informal
.245
.124
.181
.159
.134
15. Experienced
.278
.406
.523
.434
.299
16. Knowledgeable .503
.515
,698
.426
.570
17. Informed
.422
.416
.524
.374
.439
18. A rticulate
.454
.391
.556
.414
.415
19. Stimulate
.404
.402
.555
.483
.389
20. Present
.484
.293
.498
.492
.479
21. Clear
.371
.360
.383
.470
.486
22. Prepared
.201
.220
.416
.290
.343
23. Organized
. 170
.278
.347
.306
.416
24. Communicated .277
.331
.397
.354
.341
25. Examples
.325
.281
.323
.422
.331
26. Enthusiastic .445
.132
.219
.364
.435
27. Knew
.319
.377
.534
.350
.463
28. Comfortable
.307
.299
.351
.418
.266
29. Personalized .225
.367
.350
.364
.232
30. Spoke
.210
.385
.366
.375
.270
31. Voice
.387
.339
.379
.394
.490
32. Compare
.516
.406
.615
.535
.454
33. Take
.612
.522
.727
.590
.553
34. Recommend
.575
.554
.730
.636
.581
35. Ask
.280
.238
.238
.130
.249
36. Approach
.382
.354
.494
.354
.422
37. Share
.412
.391
.533
.398
.401

dependent measures
6
7
8

.565
.329
.460
.227
.403
.620
.588
.236
.360
.553
.459
.482
.496
.421
.562
.384
.413
.412
.304
.346
.442
.214
.273
.373
.427
.450
.530

.431
.619
.219
.402
.541
.548
.245
.400
.641
.582
.502
.415
.518
.441
.377
.300
.422
.333
.452
.425
.344
.237
.326
.481
.551
.576

.516
.123
.321
.438

.620
.402
.528
.488

.381
.298
.395
.379
.379
.184
.302
.384
.411
.362
.314
.278
.272
.184
.195
.386
.323
.330
.369
.255
.430
.349
.303
.324
.388
.409
.389
.255
.272
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.176
.287
.439
.481
.274
.277
.472
.334
.430
.276
.393
.281
.267
.232
.286
.370
.349
.220
.298
.252
.156
.255
.320
.473
.479
.303
.352
.280

Variable
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

10

Relaxed
Trustworthy
Sensitive
Approachable
Informal
Experienced
Knowledgeable
Informed
A rticulate
Stimulate
Present
Clear
Prepared
Organized
Communicated

.244
.291
.319
.062
.509
.426
.311
.259
.324
.239
.220
.179
.228
.244

Examples
Enthusiastic
Knew
Comfortable
Personalized
Spoke

.271
.129
.185
.547
.282
.249

Voice
Compare
Take
Recommend
Ask

.139
.448
.313
.389
.259
.323
.278

Approach
Share

11

.604
.541
.113
.419
.521
.496
.365
.505
.440
.264
.265
.331
.394
.348
.297
.418
.328
.323
.361
.428
.499
.574
.590
.272
.455
.492

12

.508
.118
.346
.621
.560
.550
.593
.487
.415
.371
.399
.376
.381
.325
.447
.222
.291
.242
.364
.517
.510
.574
.232
.423
.465

13

.323
.489
.502
.482
.468
.463
.474
.434
.253
.341
.413
.347
.313
.349
.385
.406
.414
.427
.489
.612
.703
.380
.555
.487

14

15

16

-.020
.120
.059
.144
.096
.226
.166
.022
.044
.361
.032
.294
-.066
.187
.279
.165

.625
.555
.385
.426
.311
.351
.394
.313
.238
.347
.184
.433
.469
.304
.341

.769
.611
.477
.424
.472
.588
.517
.533
.395
.279
.680
.352
.332
.359

.162
.131
.188
.166
.315
.111
.150

.362
.596
.492
.607
.243
.491
.408

.455
.546
.560
.670
.371
.586
.589

17

18

.561
.460
.420
.525
.519
.508
.422
.476
.335
.603
.286
.328
.385
.429
.483
.491
.608
.350
.561
.520

.473
.340
.455
.486
.392
.425
.269
.241
.528
.282
.366
.377
.415
.442
.440
.534
.363
.522
.438
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Variable
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Stimulate
Present
Clear
Prepared
Organized
Communicated
Examples
Enthusiastic
Knew
Comfortable
Personalized
Spoke
Voice
Compare
Take
Recommend
Ask
Approach
Share

Variable
28. Comfortable
29. Personalized
30. Spoke
31. Voice
32. Compare
33. Take
34. Recommend
35. Ask
36. Approach
37. Share

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

.705
.493
.424
.397
.466
.365
.386
.453
.429
.361
.378
.476
.517
.680
.656
.195
.431
.474

.448
.387
.384
.555
.588
.554
.387
.553
.399
.395
.480
.591
.648
.644
.380
.408
.421

.548
.672
.594
.343
.473
.533
.265
.263
.535
.569
.459
.490
.508
.108
.262
.231

.688
.433
.398
.213
.628
.318
.370
.375
.287
.439
.422
.451
.212
.365
.346

.562
.339
.270
.554
.306
.327
.423
.372
.402
.376
.455
.177
.326
.315

.367
.424
.543
.367
.348
.534
.526
.486
.503
.559
.382
.352
.362

.458
.435
.453
.407
.294
.348
.495
.370
.420
.265
.326
.307

.361
.318
.320
.318
.580
.448
.387
.413
.342
.191
.287

.303
.321
.472
.514
.439
.411
.522
.286
.413
.450

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

.503
.448
.278
.516
.417
.438
.416
.402
.420

.472
.201
.416
.316
.389
.352
.315
.420

.555
.436
.372
.386
.275
.357
.376

.486
.537
.523
.193
.312
.273

.657
.699
.265
.383
.371

.886
.243
.442
.442

.364
.590

.633

.555

.541
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Personality dimensions.

As expected, measures of the subjects'

perceptions of the personal dimensions of the teacher ( e .g ., warm,
lik eab le, caring) were highly co rrelate d .

For example, subjects'

perceptions of the te ach er's warmth were highly correlated with
th e ir perceptions of his s e n s itiv ity .

Personal dimensions were

highly related to professional dimensions (e .g ., knowledgeable,
a rtic u la te and stim ulating) and behavioral intentions ( e .g ., take a
course from him or recommend him to o th e rs).

"Likeable" was highly

related ( r ^ ) to "knowledgeable" and "would take a course with him"
as well as with "understanding."
Professional dimensions.

Ratings of s k ill dimensions of the

te ach er's performance were highly in terco rrelate d .

For example,

"knowledgeable", "experienced", "prepared" and "organized" were a ll
in terco rrelate d a t r=.5 and g reater.

These measures were also

highly correlated with personal q u a litie s and behavioral in ten tio n s.
Behavioral in ten tio n s.

As indicated, the variables which measure

su b jects' intentions with regard to future interactions with the
teacher were highly correlated with the other two categories.
Manipulations checks.

Correlational analysis revealed th a t two

of the manipulation checks ( i . e . , spoke understandably, used a w ellmodulated tone of voice) were not the independent dimensions they were
assumed to be.
other items.

Both items were sig n ific a n tly correlated with many
For example, "voice" was highly correlated (£<.001) to

personal dimensions ( e .g ., accepting and trustw orthy) as well as s k ill
dimensions ( e .g ., knowledgeable, stim ulated in te r e s t, explains c le a rly ).
This item was also highly related to the global rating item in addition
to the behavioral intentions ( e .g ., would take a course with him).
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The item "appears comfortable in class" was highly correlated
with items from each of the three categories.

This held tru e for

the item "personalizes m aterial", though fewer correlations were
evident here.

These two items were highly correlated with each other.

Quiz scores.

Although there were no s ig n ific a n t main e ffec ts for

the independent variables on quiz scores, there was a sig n ific a n t
interaction (F=3.30, ^= 2,9 5,£= .04).

Data from quiz scores are pre

sented in APPENDIX G.
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DISCUSSION
The f i r s t p art of th is discussion deals with in te rp re ta tio n s of
the findings.

Since the re s u lts of th is study are both many and

complex, discussion of them w ill be broken down into three sub-topics:
global e f fe c ts , in te ra c tio n , and comparison of types of disclosure
a t levels of intimacy.

As there is l i t t l e precedence for in te rp re ta 

tion of teacher s e lf-d isc lo s u re , much of what follows is highly
speculative.

The second p a rt of th is section w ill focus on im plica

tions for future research as well as p ractical concerns.
Global Effects
As both independent variables produced highly s ig n ific a n t MANOVA
main e ffe c ts , i t seems clear th a t type of disclosure and the level of
intimacy of disclosure had a global impact on su b jec ts' perceptions of
the teacher.

In te rp re tatio n of the impact of these manipulations is

not easy; in s p ite of the many s ig n ific a n t re s u lts , individual items
reappear and disappear across the s ta t is tic a l a n a ly sis.

This incon

sistency is not as disappointing as i t is confusing, for i t does not
allow sp ecific statements to be made as to exactly what elements
teacher disclosure a ffe c ts .

Therefore, the overall pattern of re s u lts ,

highlighted by individual item s, is the focus.
The re s u lts of th is study are in some ways rem iniscent of the
"Dr. Fox e ffec t" (N aftalin, Ware and Donnelly, 1973).

Dr. Fox (in

r e a lity a professional actor) was able to earn high student evaluations
of an "empty" le ctu re delivered in a highly seductive s ty le (humorous,
e n th u siastic , charism atic).

The authors concluded th a t the use of

student s a tisfa c tio n ratings was not a su ffic ie n t means of evaluating
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instructional effectiveness.

However, fu rth e r investigation of the Dr.

Fox e ffe c t showed th a t students exposed to highly seductive lectures
performed b e tte r on an achievement te s t than students who viewed the
less seductive lectu re (Ware and Williams, 1975).

Students also gave

higher ratings to the seductive le c tu re s.
A possible explanation of the global effec ts of the present study
is th a t the two independent variables were functioning in such a way
as to increase the appeal of the le c tu re .

I t would seem unlikely

th a t any teacher in an actual class se ttin g would disclose as fre 
quently in such a short period of time as the teacher in th is study.
This uniqueness in s ty le —regardless of specific type or le v e l—may have
generally increased student perceptions of the le c tu re r's "charisma".
I t may be appropriate to add the "Dr. High effect" (the name of the
teacher in the present study) as a corollary to the Dr. Fox studies.
Subjects' post-experimental questionnaires provide some support
for th is notion.

In sp ite of the fa c t th a t many subjects reported

they had never given much thought to teacher self-d isc lo su re (e .g .,
"I'v e always f e l t i t but never fu lly understood it " ) hindsight
allowed them to say th a t se lf-d isc lo sin g teachers were more in terestin g
and e ffe c tiv e .

One subject went so fa r as to s ta te , "If more teachers

were trained to share themselves along with th e ir knowledge, maybe
there would be more interested students in school today."
I t seems highly plausible th a t the experimental manipulations
generally increased the seductiveness or in terest-v alu e of the le ctu re.
This would account not only for the highly sig n ifican t m ultivariate
effec ts of the independent variab les, but for the lack of consistent
effec ts on the dependent measures as w ell.

Subjects may be d iffe re n tia lly
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influenced on sp ecific dimensions by the seductiveness of a le ctu re.
I t may also be th a t a "Dr. High effec t" w ill have more global rath er
than specific e ffe c ts ; subject ratings may be th e ir own unique
tra n slatio n of a general e ffe c t to individual items.

Obviously,

fu rther research is warranted to determine the sp ecific effe c ts of
teacher disclosure.
The item "communicates knowledge effectively" was the only
measure to appear s ig n ific a n t on a ll te s t s .
of the importance of th is item.

This may be an indication

As mentioned in the introduction,

sk ill is the major facto r to which students react when evaluating a
teacher's performance.

Kulik and Kulik (1974) s ta te th a t "the

teacher who is rated as s k illfu l by students seems to d iffe r from the
low-rated teacher on a c lu ste r of measures having to do with communi
cation a b ility " (p. 54).

I t seems clear th a t th is dimension of

communication a b ility is indeed of utmost importance.
I t is of in te re s t to note th a t the item pertaining to the teacher's
genuineness did not appear as s ig n ific a n t on any univariate te s t .
This re s u lt was unexpected.

This indicates the teacher was perceived

a t the same level of genuineness in a ll six conditions.

I t is possible

th a t engaging in any type of disclosure a t d iffe re n t levels is seen as
being yourself in the classroom.

C hittick and Himelstein (1967) showed

th a t situ atio n al factors were more potent in influencing self-d isclo sin g
behavior than were personality v ariables.

The context of the classroom--

as well as the concomitant role expectations of the teacher—could be
operating to override any d iffe re n tia l perceptions of genuineness.
Further exploration of th is question could be accomplished by sim ilar
manipulations in varying situ a tio n s.
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Interaction
The cu rvilinear pattern of re su lts across many of the dependent
measures is perhaps the most in terestin g finding of th is study.

These

patterns can be viewed as providing additional support for the con
tention th a t the experimental manipulations functioned to a lte r the
"charisma" of the le c tu re r, hence exerting th e ir impact a t the global
rath er than sp ecific le v e l.

The question to be answered here is why

th is p a rticu lar pattern?
In reference to the pattern of s e lf-d isc lo su re, Cozby (1973)
reviewed the research on the relationship of self-d isc lo su re to
mental health.

He believed the contradictory resu lts were due to

the fa c t th a t investigators were searching for a lin e a r relatio n sh ip .
He proposed the existence of a cu rvilinear relatio n sh ip :

a person

who discloses too l i t t l e or too much is perceived as less mentally
healthy than a medium disci oser.

There also ex ists strong support

for a cu rv ilin ear relationship between self-d isc lo su re and lik in g for
the disclo ser (Cozby, 1972).

His study also reported a b asically

cu rv ilinear relationship on the variables w ell-adjusted, d is c re e t,
in te llig e n t, and honest.

I t appears th a t d iffe rin g levels of intimacy

of disclosure a l te r the reactions to the d isclo se r.

Applying the

same logic to the classroom (with the student ratings being an instance
of person perception) is a re la tiv e ly easy step to take.

Further

explanations as to the p a rtic u la r shape of the curve are pursued in
la te r sections which examine sp ecific levels of intimacy.
The question as to the "why" of the consistent pattern in the
Other disclosure condition is not easy to answer.

Although not nearly

as noticeable as the self-d isc lo su re p attern , there was a tendency for
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a pattern to appear on several dependent measures.

The pattern

suggests th a t a teacher who chooses to disclose a t a medium level
should do so in a s e lf mode in order to be perceived p o sitiv ely .
Perceptions of a teacher disclosing a t a high level of intimacy are most
positive when the disclosure is about some other person.
Assuming th a t the lite ra tu r e is correct in assertin g a medium
level of intimacy to be the global optimum level of d isclo su re , perhaps
the medium other disclosure is incongruent with subject a ttitu d e s and
preferences.

For example, many subjects on the post-experimental

questionnaire indicated a medium level of disclosure to be preferred
because i t serves to increase student/teacher rapport.

Cohen and

Berger (1970) provide support for subject emphasis on the rapport
facto r.

They found th a t "student-centered" factors ( e .g ., rapport and

interaction with students) predicted student achievement b e tte r than
factors associated with course s tru ctu re.

Morstain (1977) reported

th a t in stru c to rs with high scores on student in teractio n dimensions
generally received high student ra tin g s.

Hence, there is strong

support for the importance of rapport from a student perspective.

A

teacher who discloses a t a medium level in an impersonal way may be
fru stra tin g to students as

he/sends co n flictin g messages:

willingness

to disclose a t a medium le v e l, but only about some other person.
This may induce a situ a tio n somewhat analagous to an approach/avoidance
co n flic t, i . e . , approach because of level of intimacy, but avoid
because there is no real personal involvement.
Granted th is is highly speculative, but i t m erits fu rth e r con
sid eratio n .

When lis tin g the positive consequences of teacher s e lf 

disclosure, subjects invariably mentioned th a t th is behavior makes
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teachers more approachable and human, thus increasing positive r e la 
tionships between student and teachers.

This student/teacher r e la 

tionship was a crucial point in su b jec ts' s e lf-re p o rts.

I f th is is

as important as i t appears to be, the medium-other disclosing teacher
may be communicating a ttitu d e s which are incongruent with those of
the su b jects.

This incongruence between teacher and student a ttitu d e s

may be leading to the trend to ra te the medium-other le ctu re lower.
Good and Good (1973) show the importance of congruence between student
and teacher a ttitu d e s .

Speculation as to why the high-other condition

was rated in such a positive manner is presented in a la te r section.
Comparisons of Type of Disclosure a t Varying Levels of Intimacy
Type of disclosure a t low intimacy.

S ignificant m ultivariate

e ffe c t fo r the comparison between s e lf and other disclosure a t a low
level is d if f ic u lt to in te rp re t.

A sig n ific a n t m ultivariate e ffe c t

indicates th a t something is occurring, but the technique provides no
fu rth e r information.

The fa c t th a t only two of 37 items produced a

s ig n ific a n t univariate e ffe c t provides l i t t l e assistance in in te rp re 
ta tio n .

"Coiraiunicates knowledge effec tiv e ly " was s ig n ific a n t (£ .04)

with other rated more positively than self-d isc lo su re.

"Personalizes

m aterial" was highly sig n ific a n t (£<.001) with s e lf rated higher than
other.

Few differences between the se lf/o th e r comparison a t th is

level were expected.

With so few measures showing s ig n ifican t e ffe c ts ,

i t appears th a t e ith e r type of disclosure a t a low level has l i t t l e
impact on sp ecific dimensions of student perceptions.
Type of disclosure a t medium intimacy.

The re s u lts of the s e lf /

other comparison a t the medium level of intimacy produced in terestin g
re s u lts .

I t should be noted th a t no sig n ific a n t m ultivariate e ffe c t
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was found here.

Hence, in terp reta tio n s of re s u lts should be tempered.

This lack of a s ig n ific a n t m ultivariate e ffe c t was not expected.

It

appears th a t a medium level has no global e ffe c t, but rath er exhibits
it s influences in sp ecific areas.
When examining the dependent measures which showed sig n ifican t
univariate e ffe c ts , i t is possible to c lu ste r the items into two
categories:

(1) personality dimensions, and (2) behavioral intentions.

For a ll nineteen items showing a s ig n ific a n t e ffe c t, self-d isc lo su re
was rated higher than other disclosure.

The im plication is th a t

teachers who are in terested in being perceived positively in
reference to th e ir personality c h a ra c te ristic s do well to disclose
in a personally revealing way.
Several items which showed univariate effe c ts are those which
have appeared in research on dimensions of effec tiv e teachering.
For example, "warm" showed highly sig n ific a n t effec ts on several
analyses.

Several studies (e .g ., Elmore and LaPointe, 1975; Elmore

and Pohlmann, 1978: Solomon, Bezdek, and Rosenberg, 1964) demonstrated
th a t teacher warmth was an important variable which influenced
student ra tin g s .

Within th is context, i t is of in te re s t to note

th a t the sole global item of evaluation ("How does th is teacher com
pare with other teachers?") produced a highly sig n ifican t effe c t on
type of disclosure a t medium intimacy (s e lf rated higher than other
d isclo su re).

Hence, the present study corroborates the relationship

previously found between teacher warmth and student ratings of teacher
effectiveness.

I t is also in lin e with a study by Chaiken and Derlega

(1974) th a t reported increased perceptions in warmth as a function of
self-d isc lo su re.
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Only one item (other than "communicates effec tiv e ly ") clearly
related to professional s k ill showed a sig n ifican t e ffe c t a t the
medium level ("experienced").

In order to account fo r th is lack of

impact on professional dimensions i t is necessary to explore an area
untouched in the present study, i . e . , student c h a ra c te ris tic s.

It

is quite lik ely th a t a population prim arily composed of students with
a high in te re s t in student/teacher rapport would respond more posi
tiv ely to a medium self-d isc lo sin g teacher than students who are
mainly interested in more content-oriented dimensions.

I t is possible

th a t the MANOVA e ffe c t was not s ig n ifican t because subject populations
varied in th e ir in te re s t in the personal side of classroom dynamics.
This remains an empirical question; both student personality dimen
sions (e .g ., need fo r a f f ilia tio n and self-esteem) as well as educa
tional orientations of students (e .g ., rapport vs. knowledge acquisition)
could provide clues fo r in te rp re ta tio n .
Consistency in the re s u lts appeared in subject ratings of the
teacher's approachability and the behavioral intention item "would
feel comfortable in approaching him outside of c la s s."

The items

regarding the te ach er's being open and trustworthy were also sig n ifican t
for the s e lf/o th e r comparison a t the medium level of disclosure.
These re su lts (as well as those on items "would take a course" and
"would recommend him to others") reinforce the b e lie f th a t th is con
d ition was impacting on those students p articu larly in terested in
personal aspects of education.
Type of disclosure a t high intimacy.

In addition to producing a

highly s ig n ifican t m ultivariate e ffe c t, th is comparison revealed
many (26) s ig n ifican t univariate e ffe c ts .

Completely in lin e with
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pred ictions, other was rated higher than s e lf-d isc lo su re.

Subjects

evaluated the high s e lf - disclosing teacher in a very negative manner.
L ittle research has been done on the rules governing appropriate
self-d isc lo su re or on the norms governing when i t is acceptable to
divulge personal information.

Investigators in th is area (e .g .,

Chaiken and Derlega, 1974) have assumed th a t disclosing intim ate
information about oneself a t the wrong time or the wrong place may
re f le c t maladjustment.

In tu itiv e ly speaking, the classroom may

simply be the wrong place for such highly intim ate self-d isc lo su re.
Both the te ach er's statu s and the ro le expectations students
hold for teachers indicate the inappropriateness of highly intimate
self-d isc lo su re by a teacher.
support fo r th is idea.

Chaiken and Derlega (1974) provide

They reported th a t disclosing highly intim ate

information to anyone but a close friend is viewed as less appropriate
and le ss so cia lly d esirab le.

They also found th a t subjects ra te s e lf 

d isclosure from a person to a higher-status individual as more
appropriate and less unusual than the reverse ( i . e . , high to low
s ta tu s ).
A study by Derlega, Lovell and Chaikin (1976) provides in d irect
support fo r the inappropriateness of high teacher self-d isc lo su re.
They found th a t subjects were more p ositively inclined toward high
disclosure on the p art of a th e rap ist when they had been told in
advance th a t th is was appropriate behavior for the th e ra p is t.

Thus,

perceptions of the appropriateness of disclosing behavior can
influence reactions toward the d isclo se r.
The post-experimental questionnaire in the present study clearly
in d icates th a t subjects perceived high self-d isc lo su re to be inappropriate
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for the teacher.

Subjects’ comments ranged from "would turn me off" to

"who needs i t —I have enough problems of my own." They also commented
on the loss of respect they would feel for the teacher in th is s itu a tio n .
Chaiken and Derlega (1976) propose th a t high th e ra p is t s e lf 
disclosure could be counterproductive i f c lie n ts did not perceive
th is as appropriate, thus leading to c lie n t withdrawal.

Cozby (1972)

suggests th a t a high disclosing person is reacted to negatively because,
by coming too clo se, he/she represents a th re a t to privacy.

Again, the

post-experimental questionnaire provides support for th is negative
reaction.

Subjects reported th a t high teacher s e lf-d isc lo su re would

make them feel uncomfortable.

The e ffe c t of perceived inappropriateness

combined with th is feeling of subject uneasiness may well be su ffic ie n t
to account fo r the low ratings in th is condition.
Because of the lack of research comparing s e lf with other d is 
closure, few clues are provided as to why high'intim acy other d is 
closure was rated so highly.

One possible explanation is th a t the

high-other disclosure allowed students to respond to the intimacy
level without the feelings of th re a t and uneasiness which accompanied
high s e lf - disclosure.

As previously noted, a consistent finding in

the self-d isc lo su re lite r a tu r e is i t s reciprocity e ffe c t (Cozby,
1973).

Perhaps the fa c t th a t the high disclosure was communicated in

a less personal way provided a "safety mechanism" to allow fo r subject
tendencies to reciprocate the level a t which the teacher was operating.
I t would be necessary to make comparisons between s e lf and other d is 
closures in d iffe re n t situ a tio n s in order to see i f th is held tru e .
As with the medium level of intimacy, items re la tin g to personality
dimensions produced s ig n ific a n t univariate e ffe c ts .

Of p a rtic u la r
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in te re s t is the fa c t th a t " lik e a b ility " showed a highly sig n ific a n t
e ffe c t (2. .002, other rated higher than s e lf-d isc lo s u re ).

This is

contrary to research on self-d isc lo su re which has shown a high d is 
closing person to be liked to a le ss e r degree (Cozby, 1972).

This

re s u lt can be viewed as providing in d ire c t support fo r the notion of
other disclosure providing a safety feature for high levels of
intimacy.
Unlike the medium le v e l, many items re la tin g to professional
dimensions ( e .g ., "informed," "well prepared," "organized") showed
sig n ific a n t univariate e ffe c ts .

I t is possible th a t the subjects

viewed the teacher as more professionally q u alifie d .

However, as so

many items were sig n ific a n t, i t appears lik e ly th a t a "halo" e ffe c t
was a t work here.

As in the Dr. Fox s tu d ie s, i t is possible th a t

subjects were reacting to the general in te re s t level of the lectu re
rath er than i t s sp ecific dimensions.
Two items ("spoke understandably" and "used a well-modulated tone
of voice") unexpectedly produced sig n ific a n t e ff e c ts , p articu larly
a t the high level of intimacy (other rated higher than s e lf-d isc lo s u re ).
I t appears th a t the two items were not as impervious to the manipula
tions as predicted.
In reference to the tone of voice, a study by Wilson (1968) pro
vides in d ire c t in sig h t as to a possible explanation.

He reported

th a t perceptions of height of a stimulus person increased as his
ascribed academic statu s increased (from student to professor).

This

indicates th a t a dimension as objective (a t some lev el) as height can
be d isto rted by a lte rin g perceptions of s ta tu s.

As mentioned, high

self-d isc lo sin g behavior is viewed as inappropriate from a high to low
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statu s person.

Perhaps the other disclosing le c tu re r was able to

maintain more of his au th o rita tiv e a i r and statu s than the s e lf- d is 
closing teacher as he was not revealing him self.

The self-d isc lo sin g

teacher may not only have been perceived as a norm-breaker in reference
to appropriateness, but also as decreasing perceptions of his status
as a teacher.

An in terestin g pursuit would be a study of other

dimensions (e .g ., height) which could be d isto rted by the manipulations.
Elmore and LaPointe (1975) found th a t male teachers were rated
higher on "spoke understandably" than were female teachers.

Although

th is gives no clue as to why the s e lf/o th e r manipulation impacted on
th is dimension, i t does indicate th a t perceptions on th is item can
be alte re d .

Further research is needed here.

I t is of in te re s t to examine several items which did not show a
difference on th is comparison. I . e . , su b je c t's perceptions a t the
same level across the s e lf/o th e r fa c to r.

"Open" showed no difference;

both conditions were rated high on th is item.

Perhaps once th is point

of intimacy is reached, a person appears so^ open th a t discrim ination
about type is not being made.
"Relaxed", "inform al", and "appears comfortable" showed no
differences between other and s e lf-d isc lo su re.

This is im portant,

as i t would be unfortunate i f the teacher appeared more nervous and
le ss comfortable in the se lf-d isc lo sin g condition (which could be
quite possible).
Cautions fo r In terp retatio n
There are several factors which point out the necessity in
exercising caution in in terp retin g th is study.
one teacher in the experiment.

F ir s t, there was only

The unique impact th is teacher had on
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su b jects' perceptions are confounded with the impact of the experimental
manipulations.

However, th is type of design is used frequently in

educational research ( e .g ., Ware and Williams, 1975; Wool folk and Wool fo lk ,
1975).
I t should also be noted th a t the microteaching paradigm used in
th is study was chosen to provide an optimum combination of control and
correspondence to a classroom experience.

Thus, i t was not assumed

th a t the 25+ minute sample of behavior surveyed represented a typical
cross-section of classroom a c tiv ity , but rather the clo sest approxima
tion which would allow for the experimental manipulation of the variables
of in te re s t.

U ltim ately, any hypotheses developed by th is form of

research must be tested through an examination of teacher-student
in teractions in regular classroom s e ttin g s.
A th ird caution pertains to the fa c t th a t sessions, not students,
were randomly assigned to treatm ents.

I t is possible th a t systematic

session-to-session student differences may re s u lt when students
s e le c t sessions themselves, as did the majority of subjects in th is
study.

This reaffirm s the need for studying student ch a ra cte ristic s

in reference to the impact of teacher disclosing behavior.

The random

assignment of treatm ents, however, make such student differences
unlikely, especially when compared to the risk of cla ss-to -c la ss
differences in typical fie ld studies of student evaluations.
Implications for Future Research
The present study supports the research by H aslett (1976) which
demonstrated the importance of a personalization factor th a t a
teacher adds to h is/h er c lass.

I t is also congruent with studies on

the personality c h a ra c te ristic s of teachers (e .g ., Sherman and Blackburn,
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1975) which indicate the potent impact of d iffe re n t t r a i t s .

I t seems

clear th a t teacher personality ch a ra c te ristic s in general and teacher
self-d isc lo su re in p a rtic u la r can exert great influence on students'
perceptions of in stru c to r effectiveness.
Further study on p a rtic u la r personality t r a i t s is needed.

I t is

recommended th a t more research be performed in an experimental se ttin g .
Within the fie ld of personality, there is great controversy over the
v alid ity and meaningful ness of personality te s t s .

The inconsistent

resu lts in investigations of teacher personality may be a function of
the problems inherent in the instruments used.

Experimental manipula

tion of teacher t r a i t s (insofar as possible) is one approach to
circumvent th is problem.
I t is obvious th a t teacher disclosure needs to be investigated
in the context of a longer relatio n sh ip , i . e . , over the course of a
semester.

All research on self-d isc lo su re suffers from the lack of

long-term investigation.

The ideal situ a tio n would be to have one

teacher modify h is/h er behavior in lin e with experimental manipulations
in two separate sections of the same course.

This may be asking the

impossible.
The impact of teacher disclosure on student achievement is as
yet unexplored.

A study by Kaplan and Pascoe (1977) demonstrated

th a t retention of concept material was improved when humorous examples
were used to illu s tr a t e the concepts.

I t is possible th a t s e lf-

disclosure may function in a sim ilar manner.
The need fo r investigation of student c h a ra c te ristic s has already
been emphasized.

There might ex ist some in terestin g learner character

is tic s by instructional treatm ent in teractio n s.
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The variables of both student sex and teacher sex need fu rth e r
in v estigation.

Although the present study showed no s ig n ific a n t

effec ts of student sex, i t is possible such differences e x is t with a
female teacher.
A most obvious lin e of future research pertains to the course
content in which disclosure occurs.

Subject reports indicated th e ir

b e lie f th a t teacher s elf-d isc lo su re is appropriate in ce rtain courses
( e .g ., psychology and communication) but unnecessary in others ( e .g .,
math and science).

I t would seem th a t course content could serve to

lim it the p o s s ib ilitie s about which a teacher could d isclo se;
imposing self-d isc lo su re in th is case could appear a r t i f i c i a l and
lacking genuineness, thus defeating i t s purpose.
The im plications of th is type of research for teacher tra in in g
are great.

More atten tio n to the development of a te ach er's personal

q u a litie s seems needed.

I t is important to allow and encourage the

addition of a te ach er's uniqueness to h is/h e r sty le while teaching
organizational s k i l l s , presentation manner, e tc .

The affe c tiv e dimen

sions of a teacher can be ju s t as potent as the cognitive.
A Final Note
I t is impossible to avoid in sertin g a "unique aspect" in to a
study on self-d isc lo su re (a fte r a l l , there is not one "I" anywhere!).
Included, th e refo re, is a quote taken from one su b jec t's post-experimental
questionnaire.

On the items asking fo r any additional conments, he

wrote, "I think th is is a very in terestin g subject and I hope you do n 't
' fo rget about i t ' a fte r you g et your Ph.D."

I_have taken th is comment

to heart (and I used th a t word!).
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APPENDIX A
Basic Lecture
Psychotherapy can be seen e ith e r as a transparently simple
phenomenon th a t everyone in tu itiv e ly understands and has practiced, or
as a confused, incredibly complex process well beyond the reach of
current s c ie n tif ic understanding.

I f we define psychotherapy common-

sen sically as a co llectiv e term for events th a t have a demonstrably
positive e ffe c t on our s ta te of mind, psychotherapy is ea sily under
stood by everyone.

In th is sense of the term, th a t is the basic

notion of some so rt of beneficial e ffe c t on our s ta te of mind, the
v ariety of events which could be considered therapeutic is endless.
We can categorize the in fin ite number of events th a t can be
considered to have a therapeutic e ffe c t in order to be able to re la te
them to our own everyday experiences.
the physiological le v e l.

F irs t of a l l , l e t 's s ta r t a t

There are a large number of physiological

changes which we can induce ourselves in order to make ourselves feel
p leasant, o r, a t le a s t, less unpleasant.

Examples of these changes

range from those th a t s a tisfy basic needs (such as food, sex, re s t) to
drugs th a t produce a wide range of d iscernible e ffe c ts on your con
sciousness (such as depressants and psychedelics).^
Second of a l l , there is an even la rg er number of events th a t a lte r
our s ta te of w ell-being a t the psychological le v e l.

These events can

include achievements, avoidance of f a ilu r e , exercising your s k ills and
a b i lit ie s , going out fo r entertainm ent.

Anything th a t in some way

makes you feel b e tte r a t the psychological level
Note:

The eleven notations in the basic le ctu re indicate a t what points
each of the corresponding manipulations was included.
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Third of a l l , there are the events a t the interpersonal or social
group le v el.

This would include enhancement of your social recognition,

increased degree of ac cep ta b ility or belongingness in a group th a t you
value, or enhanced control over the range and type of your social
p articip atio n .^
Given th is wide range of experiences th a t are p o te n tia lly bene
f ic ia l or therapeutic for ourselves in some way, we can then view a ll
human behavior as being concerned in one way or another with manipula
ting the s e lf or the environment to provide psychotherapy when i t is
needed, and, p ra c tic a lly speaking, th is is rath er frequently.

Think

about a ll the tim es, even within a single day, th a t you yourself engage
in a c tiv itie s a t each of these three levels with the purpose of simply
feeling b e tte r.

At the same time i t should be obvious th a t these three

levels do not function separately, in iso la tio n from each o ther.

In

stead, there is a s ig n ific a n t degree of interaction between a ll three
systems th a t I'v e ju s t described.

Take one example of a common d is

comfort th a t we all feel from time to time, such as diffuse tension
and vague uneasiness.

You might feel th is uneasiness because i t was

stemming from physical fa tig u e , th a t is the physiological le v e l, or
from some s o rt of personal problem (the psychological level) or
maybe from unfavorable or disappointing behavior of others (the social
le v e l).

When th is tension or uneasiness originates in one of these

three le v els, i t is apparent th a t the d iffic u lty may be reflecte d a t
the other two le v els.^

So you are not, a t any one tim e, functioning

solely a t one level to make yourself feel b etter because of a^ problem
in one p a rticu lar sphere.

Instead, your s ta te of well-being is more a

re s u lt of these three systems working in conjunction.
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S elf-treatm ent for such minor problems could take various forms.
Treatment along the physiological dimension might consist of a sedative
and a r e s t; psychological treatm ent might involve engaging in some
satisfy in g diversion, such as a hobby; or seeking out people who are
usually friendly and reassuring to be around can be helpful
Such self-treatm ent for minor problems may temporarily ease
d is tr e s s , but most recurrent, unpleasant circumstances th a t create
tension and anxiety can neither be avoided nor ra tio n a lly resolved.

A

mild therapy such as those I'v e mentioned is a ll you can really prescribe
for y ourself.

You a re , in e ffe c t, saying to y o urself, "I think I know

what’s bothering me, and I'v e done as much as I can to resolve i t .
That's a ll r ig h t, but th e re 's a residual carryover of tension I can
dissolve by being especially nice to myself."
However, when we go beyond the normal mental d istre ss of everyday
l i f e , beyond the vague discomfort and tension we might fe e l, to consider
severe anxiety and tension, self-treatm ent may be in effectiv e and possibly
even harmful.

Not only can i t be harmful in obvious ways, such as taking

too many drugs a t one time, but i t is important to rea liz e th a t your
capacity for accurate self-scru tin y is reduced when your level of
anxiety and tension increases.

Concurrently your accuracy in reading

the behavior of others is also reduced.®

In other words, the more

anxious you a re , the less able you are to perceive clearly yourself and
your environment without adding some d isto rtio n to what's happening to
you.

This minimizes your a b ility to provide constructive changes for

y ourself.
Thus there comes a point a t which psychotherapy, to be e ffec tiv e ,
may have to be turned over to someone other than yourself, the suffering
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individual.

We've already discussed self-treatm ent a t the social level

where you would go and ta lk with a friend about your problems.

An

important question to ask here, then, is what is the difference of the
role between a psychotherapist and a friend?

Your next-door neighbor

might say the same words of comfort as would a clin ic al psychologist,
but should we regard th is conversation with, a friend as psychotherapy?
A crucial difference to note here is th a t in therapy a c lie n t is not
condemned for revealing negative aspects of him or her s e lf .

The

th e rap ist accepts the c lie n t as a person, appears to understand him or
her, and is s t i l l interested in working with them despite these negative
aspects.

As a consequence of th is suspension of judgment on the part

of the th e ra p is t, the c lie n t is provided an opportunity for discussing
and exploring many things th a t he or she might not feel free to discuss
with a friend.^

There are s itu a tio n s where a person may have performed

certain acts which he or she feels th a t friends would not condone.
the same time, they may feel a need to ta lk about these events.

At

The

therapeutic situ a tio n would allow them to bring these events out in
the open and to appraise these disturbing aspects of themselves.^

As

the c lie n t feels more secure in therapy, he or she is able to bring
forth and evaluate many more facets of th e ir personality including the
d if f ic u ltie s they are experiencing.

With varying degrees of a c tiv ity ,

the th e ra p ist helps the c lie n t face these important feelings to get in
touch with them in order to be able to assim ilate and in teg rate these
aspects of themselves.^

Acceptance of such aspects can enable the

c lie n t to explore the personal significance of these events.
sense, therapy is also a learning or growth experience.

In th is

C lients may be

able to modify th e ir perception of themselves and also th e ir perception
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of others.
such as (

The more I am able to accept various aspects of myself,
and (

the more I could accept these in others.

Psychotherapy may be viewed in both a positive and a negative
sense:

negative in th a t i t is a means to reliev e suffering based on

an emotional disorder.

However, I want to s tre s s th a t i t can also be

seen in a positive way:

as a specialized human relationship designed

to help people liv e th e ir liv es more f u lly .

Most th e rap ists feel th a t

greater in sig h t into ourselves w ill y ie ld greater control over our
behavior and subsequent improvement in i t .

Therefore therapy aims to

help people discover the reasons they behave as they do.

Therapy can

also enable us to maximize the inherent potential th a t we a ll possess.
Coming to grips with your inner stren g th s, clarify in g your own values,
and tru stin g yourself more fu lly can surely be seen as admirable goals
of the therapeutic endeavor.
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APPENDIX B
Manipulations
LOW
1.

When I am feeling a l i t t l e tension, i t is very beneficial for me to
go ice skating, to re a lly get tny muscles moving, fo r skating is my most
enjoyable form of physical a c tiv ity .

2.

I feel a l i f t in my self-concept when I reach a goal th a t I have se t
for myself.

When I do well on an exam in psychology, which is my

fav o rite subject, the sense of achievement I experience is beneficial
to my s ta te of mind.
3.

This social dimension can be of utmost importance to us.

My fav o rite

place to work is in an academic environment, where I am able to have a
lo t of contact with other people.

This high level of social p a rtic ip a 

tion enables me to receive feedback on how others see me as a person.
4.

I sometimes worry about getting old because I d o n 't want to be "over
the h il l" .

During the times th a t I worry about th i s , the q u ality of my

in teractio n with others goes down.

I t is v irtu a lly impossible for me

to feel discomfort or uneasiness in one system, e .g ., psychological,
without noticing uneasiness in another system, e .g ., so cia l.
5.

For me, listen in g to some of my fav o rite music, like Fleetwood Mac and
The Eagles never f a i ls to be satisfying for me.

6.

The more tense and anxious I become, the more d if f ic u lt i t is for me to
know how well I am performing in the d iffe re n t aspects of my daily work,
such as w riting le c tu re s , grading exams, and committee meetings.
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7.

For example, I told a friend th a t I was strongly opposed to someone
marrying for money, but I would not feel comfortable explaining the
reasons behind th a t opinion.

I would, however, discuss those feelings

with a th e ra p is t, as I would feel safer and le ss threatened.
8.

such as my own fears about g etting old because I think I ' l l lose my
usefulness.

9.

The more secure I could feel in the therapeutic s itu a tio n , the more
thoroughly I would be able to explore, for example, my feelings about
tny career and it s role in tny e n tire l i f e .

I enjoy being with lo ts of

people so I want to work in a place th a t allows me to have lo ts of
contact with others.

Yet, a t the same tim e, I d etest living in a

crowded environment.

This makes i t necessary for me to order my

p rio r itie s in reference to my personal and professional goals and work
out these co n flic ts.
10.

getting old

11.

the importance of my care er, the more I could accept such fears and
values in others.

MEDIUM
1.

When I am feeling a l i t t l e tension, i t is very beneficial for me to
drink a couple glasses of wine, fo r one of my positive personal char
a c te ris tic s is to make myself feel lig h te r and happier

2.

I feel a l i f t in my self-concept when I reach a goal th a t I have s e t
for myself.

When I made a most crucial decision in my l i f e , such as
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choosing to go to graduate school rath er than take a job th a t was
offerred to me, the sense of achievement I experienced was beneficial
to my s ta te of mind.
3.

This social dimension can be of utmost importance to us.
fa ir ly frequently, usually several times a week.

I go on dates

This high level of

social p a rticip atio n enables me to receive good feedback on how others
see me as a person.
4.

I sometimes worry about my habit of in terrupting others while they are
speaking, which is undoubtedly one of my most bothersome habits.
During the times th a t I worry about th i s , the quality of my in teractio n
with others goes down.

I t is v irtu a lly impossible for me to feel

discomfort or uneasiness in one system, e .g ., psychological, without
noticing uneasiness in another system, e .g ., s o c ia l.
5.

For example, I have been involved in a men's group to receive

the

encouragement to face my more s e n s itiv e , rath er than com petitive, side.
6. The more tense and anxious I become, the more d if f i c u lt i t is fo r me to
be able to evaluate clearly the aspects of my personality th a t I worry
about; such as my tendency to se t impossible goals for

myself th a t

almost doom me to fa ilu r e .
7. For example, I told a friend th a t one of the things I am most afraid of
is being a f a ilu re , but I would not feel comfortable explaining the
reasons behind th a t statement.

I would, however, discuss those feelings

with a th e ra p is t, as I would feel safer and le ss threatened.
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8.

my d issa tisfa c tio n with women, e .g ., when they seem to change th e ir
feelings toward me.

9.

The more secure I f e l t in the therapeutic s itu a tio n , the more thoroughly
I would be able to explore, for example, my tru e feelings about the
people th a t I work with.

As I'v e mentioned. I'm very much a people-

oriented person, so I basically enjoy a ll the people th a t I work w ith.
There are tim es, however, th a t I get ir r ita te d with the sm allest
things they do and find myself wanting to get away from them despite
the fact th a t I usually enjoy being with them.
10.

the fa c t th a t I feel anxious and upset when people c r itic iz e or praise

11.

my a b ility to ta lk ea sily with others.

HIGH
1. When I am feeling a l i t t l e tension, i t is very beneficial for me to
have sex with a woman, which I lik e to do with fa irly high frequency,
say a t le a s t four times a week.
2.

I feel a l i f t in my self-concept when I reach a goal th a t I have set
for myself.

When I decided to t e ll my parents about some of my

g u iltie s t s e c re ts, such as when I was arrested for s te a lin g , the sense
of achievement I experienced a fte r te llin g them was beneficial to my
s ta te of mind.
3.

This social dimension can be of utmost importance to us. When I
frequently date women th a t are blond and in te lle c tu a l, th a t is the
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kind of person th a t I would most lik e to have sexual experiences w ith,
I th riv e on feeling accepted.

This high level of social p a rticip atio n

enables me to receive good feedback on how others see me as a person.
4.

I sometimes worry about the times I would li e to my best frie n d ,
which is one of the things in my past l i f e about which I am most
ashamed.

During these times th a t I worry about t h i s , the q uality of

my in teractio n with others goes down.

I t is v irtu a lly impossible for

me to feel discomsort or uneasiness in one system, e .g ., psychological,
without noticing uneasiness in another system, e .g ., so cia l.
5. For example, I lik e to take long baths to re fle c t on my a c tiv i tie s , but
I d o n 't lik e anyone to see me do th is .
6. The more tense and anxious I become the more d if f i c u lt i t is for me to
be able to c le a rly evaluate myself, such as my insecurity about my
sexual adequacy.
7. For example, I told a friend th a t I did have doubts about my sexual
adequacy, but I would not feel comfortable explaining the reasons
behind th a t statem ent.

I would, however, discuss those feelings with

a th e ra p is t, as I would feel safer and le ss threatened.
8.

my sexual fa n ta s ie s , such as wanting to have numerous a ff a ir s .

9.

The more secure I f e l t in the therapeutic s itu a tio n , the more thoroughly
I would be able to explore, for example, my feelings about the times I
lied to the woman I'm going out w ith.

10. doing things I la te r re g re t, such as manipulating people for my own
gain
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11.

my a b ility to generate pleasant fa n ta s ie s , such as having sexual
experiences with nameless lovers.
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APPENDIX C
Dependent Measures
Instructions:

These questions are to te s t you on the material in the le c tu re .

Please answer the following questions based on what you ju s t heart in the le c tu re .

True False

1.

Psychotherapy refers to a specific series of events which
a ffe c t our s ta te of mind.

True False

2.

Individuals often unintentionally provide themselves with
therapeutic situ a tio n s.

3.

According to the le c tu re r, therapeutic events may take place
on three le v els. They are:
1.
2.

3.
True

False

4. Most people find i t d if f i c u lt to operate on more than one of
the above levels a t one time.

True

False

5. Chronic anxiety-producing situ a tio n s can often be resolved by
self-treatm ent i f the person w ill only recognize the problem.
6.

What is the major difference between discussing a problem with
a friend and with a th e ra p is t according to the lecturer?

True

False

7. Although people undergoing psychotherapy might change th e ir a t t i 
tudes toward themselves, i t is unreasonable to expect th a t they
may come to see others d iffe re n tly .

True

False

8. Advocates of psychotherapy claim th a t undergoing such treatm ent
w ill increase a person's a b ility to control th e ir behavior.

True

False

9. Therapists, for the most p a rt, believe th a t i t is advantageous
to determine the reasons behind our behavior i f th a t behavior
is unpleasant.
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In stru ction s;

For the follow ing items we ask you to in d ica te your impression

of the teacher.

These items are opposite a d jectiv es th a t might be used to

describe how you perceived the teacher.

Indicate how you perceived the

teacher along each continuum by placing a check mark ( y ) in the appropriate
box.

Read each s c a le c a r e fu lly .

1.

1

1

1
neutral

1

1

1
cold

1

1
neutral

1

1

1
understanding

J

1

1
,
neutral

1

t

1
„
unlikeable

1

1

1
,
neutral

1

1

1
genuine

!

1

1
,
neutral

1

1

1
reje c tin g

1

1

1
,
neutral

1

1

I
caring

.1

1

1
neutral

1

1

1
unpleasant

1

1

1
neutral

1

1

1
open

1

1

1
,
neutral

!

1

1
,
unfriendly

1

1

1
neutral

1

1

1
relaxed

1
trustworthy

1

1
neutral

1

I

1
untrustworthy

1
in s e n sitiv e

1

1
neutral

1

1

1
se n s itiv e

1
not
understanding
lik ea b le

not
genuine
accepting

.
uncaring

pleasant

defensive

frien d ly

nervous

.

_

,
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.

1

1

1

1

1

. ,
formal

1

1

1

1

1

......

1

1

I

1

1

.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1neutral

1

1

1

1

1

1

approachable
14.

15.

experienced
16.

ignorant
17.
informed
.

_ i _ _ ....

neutral

neutral

neutral

neutral

1

unapproachable

1

informal

1

Inexperienced

1

knowledgeable

1

uninformed

1

a rtic u la te
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In stru ctions: The following items r e fle c t some of the ways teachers can be
described. For the teacher you ju s t saw, please c irc le the number which
indicates the degree to which you feel each item is descriptive of him:
(5) i f i t is very d escrip tiv e; (1) i f i t is not a t a ll d escrip tiv e; or
(4), (3 ), or (2) i f i t f a lls between these poles.

Very
descriptive
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Not a t
a ll des
crip tiv e
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Stimulated in te re s t in the subject.
Presented the m aterial in an in terestin g way.
Explains clearly
Is well prepared
Presented m aterial in a well-organized manner.
Communicates knowledge effe c tiv e ly .
Makes good use of examples and illu s tra tio n s .
Is enthusiastic
Knew his subject m atter.
Appears comfortable in class.
Personalizes m aterial
Spoke understandably
Used a well-modulated tone of voice.

How does th is in stru c to r compare with other teachers you have had?
Among the
very best
5

About
average
4

3

Among the
very worst
2

1
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In stru ctio n s; We would lik e to know how you might respond to future in te r 
actions with th is teacher. Place a check mark (V ) in the box th a t corres
ponds to how lik e ly or unlikely you think you would be to follow the course
of action described in each item.

1.

I would want to take a course with th is teacher.
d e fin ite ly
not

2.

neutral

I would recommend th is teacher to o thers.

I

1

d e fin ite ly
not
3.

1

1

1

d e fin ite ly

1

1

1

neutral

1

1
d e fin ite ly

I would feel comfortable in approaching th is teacher outside of class
to discuss the course.

........

1

d e fin ite ly
not

5.

1

neutral

I would feel free to ask questions in a class with th is teacher.
.
!
d e fin ite ly
not

4.

d e fin ite ly

1

1

neutral

1

1

1

d e fin ite ly

I would share my thoughts with th is teacher.

. . 1. . . .

1

.... 1 ............1

1

1

d e fin ite ly
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APPENDIX D
Summaries of U nivariate Tests
Summary of re s u lts of univariate te s ts on type of disclosure
Variable
Warm
Understand
Likeable
Genuine
Accepting
Caring
Pleasant
Open
Friendly
Relaxed
Trustworthy
Sensitive
Approachable
Informal
Experienced
Knowledgeable
Informed
A rticulate
Stimulate
Presented
Clear
Prepared
Organized
Comuni cated
Examples
Enthusiastic
Knew
Comfortable

'"l,90
0.123
0.372
1.597
0.774
0.216
0.224
7.449
10.322
0.142
3.003
0.077
2.766
0.722
0.252
5.461
0.044
0.324
1.302
0.458
3.628
9.333
2.268
6.478
6.185
4.079
0.580
0.005
2.832

p-level
.727
.543
.210
.381
.643
.637
.008
.002
.707
.087
.781
.100
.398
.617
.022
.835
.571
.257
.500
.060
.003
.136
.013
.015
.046
.448
.943
.096
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Variable
Personalized
Spoke
Voice
Compare
Take
Recommend
Ask
Approach
Share

■"i.go
26.186
4.232
4.047
0.058
0.899
0.201
0.219
0.029
0.041

p-level
.001
.043
.047
.809
.346
.655
.641
.865
.841
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Summary of re su lts of univariate te sts on level of disclosure

Variable
Warm
Understand
Likeable
Genuine
Accepting
Caring
Pleasant
Open
Friendly
Relaxed
Trustworthy
Sensitive
Approachable
Informal
Experienced
Knowledgeable
Informed
A rticulate
Stimulate
Present
Clear
Prepared
Organized
Communicated
Examples
Enthusiastic
Knew
Comfortable
Personalized
Spoke

^2,90
0.434
0.584
0.459
0.223
0.051
0.676
8.093
1.470
0.631
0.714
1.909
1.605
0.803
3.605
0.769
3.103
1.347
1.052
5.414
4.994
6.551
7.058
8.925
6.699
4.621
2.848
2.291
0.871
2.788
2.151

p-level
.649
.560
.633
.800
.950
.511
.001
.235
.534
.493
.154
.207
.451
.031
.466
.050
.265
.354
.006
.009
.002
.001
.001
.002
.012
.063
.107
.422
.067
.122
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Variable
Voice
Compare
Take
Recommend
Ask
Approach
Share

^2^0
2.488
5.519
7.183
3.675
0.615
0.448
0.986

p-level
.089
.005
.001
.029
.543
.640
.377
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Summary of re s u lts of univariate te s ts on in teractio n

Variable
Warm
Understand
Likeable
Genuine
Accepting
Caring
Pleasant
Open
Friendly
Relaxed
Trustworthy
S ensitive
Approachable
Informal
Experienced
Knowledgeable
Informed
A rticulate
Stimulate
Present
Clear
Prepared
Organized
Conmunicated
Examples
Enthusiastic
Knew
Comfortable
Personalized
Spoke

""2,90
6.941
4.908
6.552
2.849
3.062
2.871
13.043
4.745
2.448
1.069
5.178
5.424
3.899
2.736
1.150
3.302
3.807
2.297
6.175
7.190
3.694
1.296
1.471
10.188
1.700
5.157
3.543
1.447
0.635
2.657

p-level
.002
.009
.002
.063
.052
.062
.001
.011
.092
.348
.007
.006
.024
.070
.321
.041
.026
.106
.003
.001
.029
.279
.235
.001
.189
.008
.033
.241
.532
.075
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Variable
Voice
Compare
Take
Recommend
Ask
Approach
Share

^2,90
1.608
10.776
9.698
10.430
4.680
6.181
3.208

p-level
.206
.001
.001
.001
.012
.003
.045
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APPENDIX E
Summary of re s u lts of ratings by subjects in the control group

Variable
Warm
Understanding
Likeable
Genuine
Accepting
Caring
Pleasant
Open
Friendly
Relaxed
Trustworthy
Sensitive
Approachable
Informal
Experienced
Knowledgeable
Informed
A rticulate
Stimulated in te re s t
Presented in in terestin g manner
Explains clearly
Is well prepared
Presented in organized way
Communicated effec tiv e ly
Made good use of examples
Is enthusiastic
Knew subject
Appears comfortable

Group mean (N=24)
4.46
4.25
5.33
4.13
4.67
3.79
5.29
4.83
5.13
3.54
4.38
4.13
4.79
4.25
3.92
5.58
5.67
4.54
2.25
2.04
2.75
4.00
3.88
2.58
3.08
2.50
4.17
3.13
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Variable
Personalizes material
Spoke understandably
Used well-modulated voice
How does he compare
Would take a course with him
Would recommend him
Would ask questions
Would approach him
Would share thoughts

Group mean
2.00
2.75
3.04
2.42
3.46
3.42
4.88
5.21
4.25
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APPENDIX 6
Sunmary of re s u lts of quiz scores

Analysis of Variance
Source of Variation

SS

DF

MS

Level of disclosure
Type of disclosure
Interaction
Residual

11.38
4.90
14.56
198.41

2
1
2
90

5.69
4.90
7.28
2.21

F

p-level

2.58
2.23
3.30

.08
.14
.04

Group Means
Level
Type

Low

Medium

High

S elf
Other

6.11
5.93

6.83
6.87

5.53
6.93
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